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Dear Colleagues,
Welcome to the 5th International Conference on Theoretical and Experimental Studies in
Nuclear Applications and Technology (TESNAT 2019). This conference is the fifth step of the TESNAT
Conference series. TESNAT 2015 was held in Osmaniye Korkut Ata University, Osmaniye, TESNAT 2016
was held in Mustafa Kemal University, Hatay, TESNAT 2017 was held in Çukurova University, Adana
and TESNAT 2018 was held in Akdeniz University, Antalya. The world of nuclear physics is an exciting
area in which to work, and we’ll continue to meet and bring inspired people together in conference
like this, to ensure TESNAT remains at the cutting edge.
We intend in this conference to discuss and compare all applicable methods as are being
applied at present in nuclear physics. The problems faced in these fields at present are focused in the
development of new methods and in the improving of existing techniques to achieve an understanding
of existing experimental data and in predicting with high reliability new properties and processes. We
propose this conference as a mean to bring together all these related communities with the goal of
creating an enriching dialog across the disciplines. The conference will give an overview on the
theoretical and experimental challenges in nuclear physics and applications.
We’d like to thank each of you for attending our conference and bringing your expertise to our
gathering. You are truly our greatest asset today and tomorrow, and we could not accomplish what
we do without your support and leadership.

TESNAT 2019 Organization Committee
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Radon and radium gas changes in the Omer geothermal region
reactor
structure of Afyonkarahisar

10:30 – 10:45
BREAK
HALL 1 Chair: Prof. Dr. Zehra YEGINGIL
HALL 2 Chair: Dr. Maria CHUSNHYAKOVA
10:45 – 11:15 Inv. Talk:
Prof. Dr. Sefa ERTURK
Recent development on gamma-ray and neutron detection systems

HALL SC

Chair: Dr. Nurdan KARPUZ DEMIR

11:15 – 11:30 (ID:68) Havva AKGONUL
A correlation study between atmospheric radon concentration 11:15 – 11:30 (ID:95) Mehmet OZKAN
and other mine parameters for 5 coal mines at the bituminous Radon and radium gas measurements in the Gecek geothermal region of Afyonkarahisar
coal basin of Turkey
11:30 – 11:45 (ID:62) A. Alpaslan KOCER
11:30 – 11:45 (ID:111) Gamze HOSGOR
11:30 – 11:45 (ID:119) Vildan OZKAN BILICI
A study on accuracy of long term E-PERM system for indoor
Electric dipole structure of 192Os in the 0-20 MeV energy range
Neutron Absorption in FLiBe
radon measurements
11:45 – 12:00 (ID:90) Esra UYAR
11:45 – 12:00 (ID:61) Filiz KORKMAZ GORUR
11:45 – 12:00 (ID:78) Ahmet BULBUL
Modeling of a HpGe detector using phits for the calculation of full
Tritium concentrations in various water samples collected from
Calculations of absorption and reaction rate of 56Fe target nuclei
energy peak efficiencies
Bolu province of Turkey
12:00 – 12:15 (ID:39) Senol KAYA
12:00 – 12:15 (ID:145) Ridvan UNAL
12:00 – 12:15 (ID:41) Huseyin Ali YALIM
Influences of gate oxide thickness on the irradiation sensitivity of the
Usak area deep well water study on radon activity
Excitation cross-sections of some autoionizing states of helium at 200 eV
NurFET dosimeters
12:15 – 12:30 (ID:24) Gizem BAKIR
12:15 – 12:30 (ID:114) Nilay AKCAY
12:15 – 12:30 (ID:40) Huseyin Ali YALIM
Homogeneous and heterogeneous fuel core analyses in accelerator
Activity concentrations of 137Cs in some first exile tea samples
Excitation of the autoionizing states of Helium by electron impact
driven systems and fusion-fission hybrid reactors
grown in the central district of Rize province, Turkey
11:15 – 11:30 (ID:112) Elif KEMAH
Investigation of the electric dipole response of even-even deformed
154Gd nucleus above neutron separation energy

13:30 – 18.30

EXCURSION

AMASYA

04 MAY 2019 SATURDAY
HALL 1 Chair: Dr. Serdar DIZMAN
09:00 – 09.15 (ID:35) Kemal TASDOVEN
Angular elastic neutron distribution of 197La target
09:15 – 09.30 (ID:79) Eyyup TEL
Investigation of electromagnetic properties 182W nucleus
09:30 – 09.45 (ID:52) Abdullah KAPLAN
Neutron emission spectra of 90,94Zr at 26.8 and 45.2 MeV alpha
energies

TESNAT 2019

HALL 2 Chair: M.Murat YASAR

HALL SC

Chair: Prof.Dr. Emre GULER

09:00 – 09.15 (ID:81) Berat ARAL
09:00 – 09.15 (ID:58) Aysun INAL
Dosimetric verification with T-ball cube phantom in
The effect of geometric errors on dosimetric parameters in linear accelerator device
radiation therapy
09:15 – 09.30 (ID:37) Cansu KAYAS
09:15 – 09.30 (ID:123) Emre GULER
Radioiodinated Baicalein as novel agent targeted for brain
Elastic constants of fcc palladium
cancer and neurodegenerative diseases
09:30 – 09.45 (ID:89) Veysi GUCKAN
09:30 – 09.45 (ID:122) Melek GULER
Blue light sensitivity of calcium sulfate doped with rare
A theoretical investigation for the mechanical properties of platinum
earth elements using luminescence technique
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10:15 – 10:30 (ID:64) Tugce GULUMSER
Cross–section calculations of 67Zn(d,2p)67Cu, 68Zn(d,3He)67Cu,
70
Zn(d,x)67Cu and natZn(d,x)67Cu reactions up to 50 MeV energy

09:45 – 10:00 (ID:91) Fatih EKINCI
The investigation of Bragg curve parameters and lateral
scattering of proton and carbon beam in different energy
in the water phantom
10:00 – 10:15 (ID:103) Murat SIRIN
Calculation of gamma-ray kerma coefficients in different
solid-state forms of Bi1.7Pb0.3Sr2Ca2Cu3O10
superconductor
10:15 – 10:30 (ID:104) Murat SIRIN
Determination of photon kerma coefficients for CuO,
CaO, SrCO3, PbO and Bi2O3 compounds

10:30 – 10:45
BREAK
HALL 1 Chair: Prof.Dr. Bayram DEMIR

HALL 2 Chair: Prof.Dr. Sefa ERTURK

09:45 – 10:00 (ID:55) Mert SEKERCI
The effects of level density models on some proton induced
reactions for 67Cu production
10:00 – 10:15 (ID:57) Hasan OZDOGAN
Theoretical investigation of cross-section calculations for
62
Ni(p,γ)63Cu and 63Cu(γ,n)62Cu reactions

10:00 – 10:15 (ID:127) Emine ALDIRMAZ
Computing the mechanical properties of lead
10:15 – 10:30 (ID:142) Abdullah AYDIN
Determination of the parameters of producing 210,211At medical radioisotopes in cyclotron

HALL SC

10:45 – 11:00 (ID:77) A. Armagan GOK
10:45 – 11:00 (ID:124) Emre GULER
Calculations of mean free path for 90Zr shielding material at 14-15
Some mechanical properties of fcc palladium
MeV neutron incident energies
11:00 – 11:15 (ID:43) Ercan YILDIZ
11:00 – 11:15 (ID:121) Melek GULER
Cross sections and thermonuclear reaction rates for 50Cr(a,n)53Fe
A theoretical study for the elastic constants of platinum
11:15 – 11:30 (ID:120) Abdullah AYDIN
11:15 – 11:30 (ID:138) Yasin GAYLAN
A study on the effects of level density models for (g,n) and (g,2n)
Investigation of neutron shielding behavior in B4C
reactions on 120,122,124Sn targets
/stainless steel 316L composite
11:30 – 11:45 (ID:115) Serdar BULUT
11:30 – 11:45 (ID:133) Ahmet BULBUL
Accelerator based radionuclides/ radiopharmaceuticals
Diffusion coefficients for certain moderators at thermal energy
trends and TAEK PAF
11:45 – 12:00 (ID:137) Mehmet Murat YASAR
11:45 – 12:00 (ID:70) Gorkem TUREMEN
Investigation of mass attenuation coefficients of Bi2O3B2O3 glass
A Multi-purpose proton beam irradiation setup and beam
materials by using the Monte Carlo method
characterization studies at TAEA-PAF
12:00 – 12:15 (ID:139) Yusuf ZALAOGLU
Prominent investigation of temperature dependence of IRSL
12:00 – 12:15 (ID:49) Yusuf KAVUN
characteristics of sediment samples extracted from the sea of
The calculation of nuclear structure properties of 40K
Marmara
12:15 – 12:30 (ID:53) Abdullah KAPLAN
12:15 – 12:30 (ID:69) Emre DEMIREL
Investigation of neutron emission spectra on some proton,
Investigation of the effect of ambient humidity on
deuteron and alpha particle incident reactions with different
winding insulation resistance parameters in synchronous
energies for 115In isotope
generators

12:30 – 13.00

09:45 – 10:00 (ID:126) Emine ALDIRMAZ
Calculating the elastic constants of lead

Chair: Nuri YORULMAZ

10:45 – 11:00 (ID:80) Eyyup TEL
Investigation of (n,p) and (γ,p) reactions for fusion reactor shielding materials Sn isotopes
11:00 – 11:15 (ID:118) Vildan OZKAN BILICI
Neutron Absorption in B
11:15 – 11:30 (ID:65) Tugce GULUMSER
Production cross–section calculations of medical radioisotope 67Cu for some (α,xp) and (α,x) reactions
11:30 – 11:45 (ID:56) Hasan OZDOGAN
Angular distribution of neutron emission spectra of 56Fe in alpha induced reaction
11:45 – 12:00 (ID:54) Mert SEKERCI
Neutron emission spectra of 107,109Ag isotopes for (p,xn) reactions at 18, 22 and 25 MeV proton
incident energies
12:00 – 12:15 (ID:131) Nuri YORULMAZ
Calculation of mass attenuation coefficients of Cu doped ZnS thin film for radiation shielding by the
Monte Carlo method
12:15 – 12:30 (ID:147) Gökçen İNAN
Comparison of gamma analyses y three different dosimetric systems in IMRT

CLOSING CEREMONY
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IS1

Recent developments of optically stimulated luminescence (OSL)
dosimetry in medical use
Zehra YEĞİNGİL
Cukurova University, Physics Department, Adana, Turkey

This work overviews the basic principles of optically stimulated luminescence (OSL) technique, its use
in ionizing radiation dose measurements and its applications in radiotherapy, radiology, nuclear
medicine and heavy charged particle treatments. In this brief review, a simple phenomenological model
of the OSL technique is described and the main processes taking place in the dosimeter during irradiation
and readout are included. The possible processes affecting the OSL and different stimulation modalities
to be used in OSL technique are described. The essential elements required for an OSL measurement
are demonstrated. For in vivo measurements in clinics, an optical fiber system consists of an Al2O3:C
probe with a size of a millimeter is used. This system provides the information on both the dose rate and
the total dose from the readout of radioluminescence and OSL signals respectively, from the same probe.
Finally, Al2O3:C probe dosimeters, available Al2O3:C dosimeters, BeO dosimeters and other dosimetric
materials are presented in this review.
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IS2

Study of the effect of newly calculated phase space factor on βdecay half-lives
Ovidiu NITESCU1,2,3, Mavra ISHFAQ4, Jameel-Un NABI4, Mihail MIREA1,2, Sabin STOICA1,2
1

National Institute of Physics and Nuclear Engineering, Magurele, Romania
International Centre for Advanced Training and Research in Physics, Magurele, Romania
3
University of Bucharest, Faculty of Physics, Magurele, Romania
4
GIK Institute of Engineering Sciences and Technology, Topi, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, Pakistan
2

We present results for β-decay half-lives based on a new recipe for calculation of phase space factors
which includes electrostatic finite nuclear size corrections and atomic screening effect correction. Our
study includes f p-shell and heavier nuclei of experimental and astrophysical interests. The investigation
of the kinematics of some β-decay half-lives is presented, and new phase space factor values are
compared with those obtained with previous theoretical approximations. We explore if improvements
in calculating the β-decay half-lives can be obtained when using a given set of nuclear matrix elements
and employing the corrected values of the phase space factors. Although the largest uncertainty in halflives computations come from the nuclear matrix elements, introduction of the new values of the phase
space factors may improve the comparison with experiment. The new half-lives are systematically larger
than previous calculations and may have interesting consequences for calculation of stellar rates.
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IS3

Eighty years of the Kramers problem in the nuclear fission theory
Maria V. CHUSHNYAKOVA
Omsk State Technical University, Physics Department, Omsk, Russia

Soon after the discovery of nuclear fission in 1939, two theoretical articles were published interpreting
this phenomenon from the statistical and from the dynamical points of view. The latter paper by Kramers
explored the diffusion approach to nuclear fission. The core quantity evaluated in was the dissipation
dependent fission rate. Whereas the paper by Bohr and Wheeler became the corner stone of the
theoretical description of nuclear fission for many years, the paper by Kramers at that time did not
influence much the study of this process. However, four decades later, the Kramers approach gained
development when theoreticians introduced the notion of nuclear friction in the fission process. Several
groups worked on the diffusion-type models based on the Kramers approach. Up to now some of these
models are extensively being applied and worked out. In the present study, we will briefly review their
main ideas and concentrate on the present situation. In particular, we will discuss the case of low friction
(energy diffusion regime).
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IS4

The nuclear matter equation of state: VMC calculations
Kaan MANISA
Kütahya Dumlupınar University, Department of Physics, Kütahya, Turkey
Nuclear matter is hypothetical system of nucleons interacting without Coulomb forces. This matter, by
definition, is translationally invariant and has a fixed ratio of neutrons and protons. The starting point
for nuclear matter calculation is two-body potential that models the nucleon-nucleon interaction.
However, it is well known that there is no realistic two body nucleon-nucleon interaction which can
produce the correct properties of nuclear matter. Therefore, one has to include three and more body
interactions.
The dependence of total energy per nucleon on the density of nuclear matter is called as the nuclear
matter equation of state. In this study, A variational Monte Carlo (VMC) method is employed to
investigate the nuclear matter equation of state. The realistic Urbana V14 two nucleon interaction
potential of Lagaris and Pandharipande is used for the nucleon nucleon interactions in the calculations.
Also, many body interactions are included as a density term in the potential.
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Recent development on gamma-ray and neutron detection systems

Sefa ERTÜRK
Nigde Omer Halisdemir University, Department of Physics, Nigde, Turkey

In order to answer unknown questions in nuclear physics and to produce exotic nuclei we need advanced
accelerator system to produce stable and radioactive beams. But in order to understand the structure of
exotic nuclei we definitely need advanced detector system both to detect gamma-rays, charged particles
and neutron. In this study recent development on gamma-ray detector systems (EXOGAM2 (EXOtic
GAMma array spectrometer), AGATA, etc) and neutron detector systems specifically NEDA (NEutron
Detector Array) detector system will explained. The usage of both detector system as well as their
electronic system and their performance from recent experiments will be presented.
We acknowledge TUBITAK (project number 11F473 and 117F114)
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ID:3

Some energy transitions in Ti and its yields after photonuclear
reaction
Serkan AKKOYUN, Sivas Cumhuriyet University, Turkey
Gökhan KOÇAK, Erciyes University, Turkey

In order to observe energy transition between nuclear levels, the nucleus under investigation have been
excited to higher levels. One of the basic way to perform this task is the absorption of a gamma-ray
photon by nucleus. Then the accompanying ejection of protons, neutrons or light particles from the
nucleus is called photonuclear reaction. For the activation of the target nucleus, bremsstrahlung photons
might be used which are also generated from a medical linear accelerator. Due to particle separation
energy limitation, for low photon energy (~15 MeV), the reaction exit channels are limited to ejection
of 1-2 particles. Thus the gamma spectrum is relatively clear and the use of ancillary detectors to HPGe
is not highly needed. In this study the breemstrahlung photons have been used for the activation of
titanium target. The yields of reaction on stable Ti isotopes have been measured The results are
consistent with the literature values.
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ID:4

Theoretical Calculations of Energy Levels and Transition
Probabilities for even-even Si, S and Ar Isotopes
Serkan AKKOYUN, Sivas Cumhuriyet University, Turkey
Mahmut BÖYÜKATA, Kırıkkale University, Turkey

The nuclear shell model (SM) and interacting boson model-1 (IBM-1) have been successfully used to
describe the tow-lying spectra of nuclei. Within the scope of this study, the excited nuclear energy levels
and the electric-magnetic transition probabilities of even- even Si, S and Ar isotopes have been
calculated by using both SM and IBM-1. For the IBM-1 calculations, the multipole Hamiltonian form
was selected and its parameters were fitted from experimental data by minimizing root-mean-square
(rms) deviation. In the SM calculations, the 16 O nucleus was considered as inert core, and 0d5/2 , 1s1/2
, 0d3/2 single particle orbitals were used as the model space. Different nucleon-nucleon interactions
were used for two-body effective interactions and the closest one to the experimental results have been
determined. The results were compared with each other and the experimental data.
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ID:8
8

B+12C elastic scattering system: investigation of radius sensitivity
and long-absorption mechanism of imaginary potential

Mikail DIREKÇI, Gaziantep, Turkey
İsmail BOZTOSUN, Akdeniz University, Turkey

In this study, angular distribution for the elastic scattering of 8B weakly bound proton halo nucleus on
12

C target at laboratory energy of 25.8 MeV have been analysed within the Optical Model framework.

Firstly, the analysis of angular distribution of this scattering system has been performed by
phenomenological optical potentials using Woods-Saxon (W-S) form for both real and imaginary part
of potential. Secondly, the system has been re-analysed by Double-Folding potential that calculated by
using Nuclear Matter Density Distribution (NMDD) of 8B nucleus which are in the form of Gaussian
and 3-Parameter Fermi, 3p-Fermi, respectively. Comparative analysis of phenomenological and double
folding model has been aimed and also sure, first time in double folding procedure we suggested to use
phenomenologically two different kinds of nuclear matter density distribution of 8B exotic halo nucleus
to analyse that system were fitted very well. We observed that large imaginary radius (rw) and diffusion
parameter (aw) provides very good agreement between theoretical and experimental results have been
obtained with small χ2/N values.
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ID:12

Comparative optical model analysis of 8He+ 208Pb elastic
scattering systems around barrier energy

Mikail DIREKÇI, Gaziantep, Turkey

In this study, extendedly comparative analysis of the elastic scattering angular distribution for 8He
weakly bound neutron rich and thick neutron skin nucleus (S2n=2.134 MeV) scattered from heavy-mass
208

Pb target have been analyzed within the Optical Model (OM) framework around barrier, energy of 16

MeV and 22 MeV, respectively. Motivation of this study is to investigate the 8He elastic scattering from
heavy

208

Pb target with comparative Optical Model (OM) analysis of that scattering system by using

both phenomenological and microscopic potentials. Firstly, the analysis of angular distribution of this
scattering systems have been re-performed by phenomenological optical potentials using Woods-Saxon
(WS) form for both real and imaginary part of nuclear potential around barrier. Secondly, the system
has also been analyzed by Double-Folding (DF) potential calculated by using Hartree-Fock density
distributions (DD) of 8He nucleus with SLY4 and SLY5 Skyrme parameters, respectively. A new
calculated DD of 8He with these Skyrme parameters first time has been used in DF potential and gave
us good analysis results. We observed that for the large imaginary radius (rw) value, all theoretical
calculations provide very good agreement between theoretical and experimental results with obtained
small chi-sqaure, χ2/N, values. Also there is increase of imaginary potential depth for incoming energy
of 16 MeV below barrier energy (Vb~18 MeV) of system.
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ID:14

Calculation of WER values of three (Al, PMMA and, PS) potential
dosimetric materials applied in helium ion beam therapy up to
150 MeV/u

Nahid HAJILOO, Nuclear Science and Technology Research Institute, Iran
Mahmood Reza AKBARI, Secondary Standard Dosimetry Laboratory (SSDL), Pars Isotope Co, Iran
Shahryar MALEKIE, Nuclear Science and Technology Research Institute, Iran
Yaser KASESAZ, Nuclear Science and Technology Research Institute, Iran

Due to lack of data concerning range and WER values for helium ion beams in a wide range of energies
as well as relevant dosimetric materials, in this work, for the first time, depth-dose profiles, range, and
WER values were calculated in liquid water, PMMA, PS and Al for helium ion energies ranging from
25-150 MeV/u using MCNP code. Among the studied materials, PS and, Al with calculated mean WER
values of 1.053 and 2.067 showed the least and most difference to water, respectively. The calculated
WER values are in good agreement with the data reported in the literature by less than 1.8 % difference.
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ID:15

Experimental evaluation of dose-response of high density
polyethylene/multi-walled carbon nanotube nanocomposite
against gamma rays through a resistive dosimeter

Shahryar MALEKIE, Nuclear Science and Technology Research Institute, Iran
Farhoud ZIAIE, Nuclear Science and Technology Research Institute, Iran

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are promising materials that play an important role in the future of nanoelectronic and especially ionizing radiation dosimetry in the diagnostic and therapy region. These
materials via combination with polymers make polymer-CNT composites with improved electrical,
optical, thermal and mechanical properties. One of the factors that affect the response of these materials
for dosimetry utilizations is the variation of electric current of composite due to absorption of radiation.
In this experimental work, the solution processing method was used in fabricating the HDPE-MWNT
composite. The electric current of 2wt% MWNT/HDPE nanocomposite near the electrical percolation
threshold (EPT) with a thickness of 68 µm under gamma irradiation of 60Co over the absorbed dose from
135 to 542 mGy under the applied bias of 50 V has been investigated. A quasi-linear response curve for
radiation dose of ~135-400 mGy was observed. Results showed that this nanocomposite can be used as
a real-time dosimeter to measure the amount of dose or dose-rate in diagnostics and therapy level.
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ID:16

Fabrication of low electrical percolation threshold
polystyrene/multi-walled carbon nanotube nanocompsites via a
mixed solution method with dosimetry purposes

Armin MOSAYEBI, Nuclear Science & Technology Research Institute, Iran
Farhoud ZIAIE, Nuclear Science and Technology Research Institute, Iran
Shahryar MALEKIE, Nuclear Science and Technology Research Institute, Iran
Abbas RAHIMI, Nuclear Science and Technology Research Institute, Iran

Recently, Polymer-Carbon Nanocomposites due to possess extraordinary mechanical, optical, electrical,
and thermal properties have attracted increasing attention as ionizing radiation dosimeters. In this
experimental work, the resistivity of Polystyrene/Multi-Walled Carbon Nanotube (PS/MWCNT)
nanocomposites has been investigated for different concentrations of 0.05, 0.1, 0.28, 1, 2 wt% MWCNT.
Dichloromethane (DCM) and toluene were selected as MWCNT dispersant and PS solvent respectively
via the sonication in the ultrasonic at the frequency of 20 kHz. The plot of electrical conductivity versus
MWCNT wt% showed a low percolation threshold of less than 0.1 wt%, which exhibited a good
agreement with other experimental works. Characterization of SEM analysis of the nanocomposites
showed a uniform distribution of MWCNTs in the polymer matrix. Finally, the variation of resistivity
in different temperatures for all nanocomposites at the range of 25-90°C has been measured, in which
indicated a positive temperature coefficient (PTC) effect before glass transition temperature (Tg) of
polystyrene and negative temperature coefficient (NTC) effect after that. This nanocomposite has
potential application as a real-time dosimeter in the therapeutic level.
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ID:17

Effect of added guard electrode on electric field uniformity of a
real-time dosimeter based on polymer-nanotube nanocomposite
using finite element method

Armin MOSAYEBI, Nuclear Science & Technology Research Institute, Iran
Shahryar MALEKIE, Nuclear Science and Technology Research Institute, Iran
Farhoud ZIAIE, Nuclear Science and Technology Research Institute, Iran

In the previous studies, the authors introduced a real-time dosimeter based on a polymer/ carbon
nanotube nanocomposite for detection and dosimetry of gamma rays. The main idea behind this kind of
dosimeter is to change the electric current of the nanocomposite by gamma irradiation. Since, in this
research, reducing the noise is a challenge issue, so uniformity of the electric field of Polystyrene/MultiWalled Carbon Nanotube (PS/MWCNT) nanocomposite was studied through adding guard electrode to
the dosimeter using finite element method under the bias voltage of 400 V. Results showed that adding
guards led to 10% increase in the electric field magnitude, also signal noise was reduced because of
obtaining the more uniform electric field.
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ID:19

On the ground-state nuclear properties of superheavy Hs, Ds and
Cn nuclei

Şevki ŞENTÜRK, Karadeniz Teknik Üniversitesi, Turkey
Tuncay BAYRAM, Karadeniz Teknik Üniversitesi, Turkey
Serkan AKKOYUN, Cumhuriyet Üniversitesi, Turkey

Recently, both experimental and theoretical studies on the superheavy nuclei have gained importance
with the developed nuclear physics models to understand the structure of the nucleus. In the present
study, we have investigated nuclear ground-state properties of isotopic chains of Hs, Ds and Cn
superheavy nuclei by using Relativistic Mean Field (RMF) approach which is well known as successfull
model for description of the ground state properties of finite nuclei such as binding energy, nucleon
separation energy and deformation. The binding energies, two-neutron separation energies, alpha decay
energies, charge radii and quadrupole moment deformation parameters of considered isotopic chains
have been calculated by using non-linear version of RMF model with NL-SH and NL3* parameter sets.
The results have been compared with available experimental data and it has been found that our results
are in agreement with the limited number of experimental data. Also, alpha decay half-life of the
considered nuclei have been predicted by using a semi-empirical formula based on our calculated results.
Furthermore, the list of nuclear ground-state properties of Hs, Ds and Cn isotopic chains within the
framework of RMF model has been carried out in the present study.
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ID:20

Positron CSDA Range and stopping power calculations in some
human body tissues for 20 eV to 100 MeV with the modified
Rohrlich–Carlson model by using Tietz screening function

Hasan GÜMÜŞ, Ondokuz Mayıs University, Turkey

In this study, for some human body tissues, stopping power values were presented, being valid for low
and intermediate positron energies. In addition, calculation of the continuous slowing down
approximation range (CSDA range) from the stopping power is also made. Calculation of the CSDA
range for some human body tissues: adipose tissue, skeletal muscle, skin, and bone have been introduced
for incident positron in the energy range 20 eV to 10 MeV. The range of positron has been calculated
within the continuous slowing down approximation (CSDA) using modified Rohrlich and Carlson
formula of stopping power.
The results have been compared with the other theoretical results, Monte Carlo code such as PENELOPE
predictions and semi-empirical results. The calculated results of CSDA ranges for positrons in the
energy range from 20 eV to 100 MeV are found to be in good agreement to within 10 % with available
date.
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ID:21

Experimental investigation of gamma radiation attenuation
coefficients for some materials used for radiotherapy

Telat AKSU, Ondokuz Mayis University, Turkey
Hasan GÜMÜŞ, Ondokuz Mayıs University, Turkey

In radiation therapy, regarding hazardous effects of radiation for healthy tissues surrounds tumoral
tissues; the protection of normal tissues is essential. The protection of normal tissues can be performed
by the collimating of radiation beam. In this study, the γ-ray energy-dependent mass and linear
attenuation coefficients of cerroband, bolus and solid phantom have been experimentally obtained. The
gamma-rays were obtained from 152Eu, 137Cs and 60Co sources. Also theoretical calculations have been
performed in order to obtain the half-value thicknesses, mass and linear attenuation coefficients, and the
tenth-value thicknesses at photon energies 0.001 MeV–10 GeV for the dependent mass and linear
attenuation coefficients of cerroband and bolus. The experimental linear mass attenuation coefficients,
half value layer for dependent mass and linear attenuation coefficients of bolus and cerroband were
compared with theoretical values obtained using WinXCOM.
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ID:24

Homogeneous and heterogeneous fuel core analyses in accelerator
driven systems and fusion-fission hybrid reactors

İlayda YILMAZ, Erciyes University, Turkey
Dilek SAYGAN, Erciyes University, Turkey
Gizem BAKIR, Cumhuriyet University, Turkey
Hüseyin YAPICI, Erciyes University, Turkey

This study presents the neutronic analyses of homogeneous and heterogeneous fuel core calculations in
a LBE (Lead-Bismuth Eutectic) ADS (Accelerator Driven System) and in a fusion-fission hybrid
reactor. Both reactor operate under sub-critical mode and it is assumed that these are fuelled with UO2
(uranium dioxide). Light water coolant and helium gas coolant are considered for cooling of the fuel
cores. In the case of heterogeneous fuel zone, the fuel rods are considered as a hexagonal arrangement.
The inner and outer radii of fuel rods cladded with zircolay are 0.5 cm and 0.55 cm, respectively. Pitch
length that is the distance between centers of fuel rods is assumed as 1.5 cm. According to these sizes,
the volumetric ratios of UO2 fuel, zircolay clad and coolant are calculated as 40.3%, 8.5% and 51.2%,
respectively. In the case of homogeneous fuel core calculations, the fuel zone is homogenised by using
these volumetric ratios. In ADS, it is assumed that the LBE-target is bombarded by protons of a 1000
MeV and number of protons per second is 6.24142E+15. This corresponds to a proton beam power of 1
MW. In the hybrid, it is assumed that the first wall fusion neutron power is also 1 MW. This power
corresponds to 4.426454E+17 fusion neutrons per second due to the fact that each fusion neutron energy
is 14.1 MeV. MCNPX (Monte Carlo N-Particle extended) is used for the neutronic calculations.
Furthermore, CINDER90 transmutation code is used to carry out time-dependent burnup calculations.
The differences of neutronic results obtained from the homogeneous and heterogeneous fuel core
calculations are separately analyzed for the cases of each fuel core coolant in both sub-critical reactors.
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Systematics studies of (n,n'p+d) reaction cross sections at 14.5
MeV neutrons energy

Fatiha KADEM, USTHB University, Algeria
Mohamed BELGAID, USTHB University, Algeria
Naima BELOUADAH, USTHB University, Algeria

A new semi-empirical formulae for the calculation of the (n,n'p) and (n,n’p+d) cross section at 14.7
MeV neutron energy are obtained. The pre-equilibrium exciton and evaporation models allow to
establish these new formulae by using the Droplet model of Myers and Swiatecki to express the reaction
energy Q. The systematics behavior of the different terms of the Droplet model involved in reaction
energy expressions was checked individually before choosing the pertinent terms and setting up the
formula. Fitting these formulae to the existing cross section data, the adjustable parameters have been
determined and the systematics of the (n,n’p+d) and (n,d) reactions have been studied. The predictions
of these formulae are compared with those of the existing formulae and with the experimental data and
give a better fit to the data than the previous comparable formulae.
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Study of redistribution of Cs-137 in forest land forsoil erosion
assessment

Nesrine MEZERREG, USTHB, Algeria
Ahmed AZBOUCHE, CRNA Nuclear Research Center of Algiers, Algeria
Mohamed BELAMRI, CRNA, Algeria
Meriem HADDAD, USTHB, Algeria
Abdelkrim HAMOUDI, INRF National Institute of Forest Research, Algeria
Zaida MELZI, CRNA, Algeria

Soil erosion is a global environmental problem, and anthropogenic fallout radionuclides offer a promising
tool for describing and quantifying soil redistribution on decadal time scales. The Cs-137 technique is a good
method to assess the erosion produced by runoff and rills since it is useful to quantify soil erosion in a variety
of environments around the world. This radionuclide strongly adheres to soil particles and therefore can be
used as a tracer in soil movement studies.
The aim of this work is to assess the soil erosion rates in uncultivated soil in Bainem forest (Algiers) using
the technique of Cs-137, this radionuclide strongly adheres to soil particles and therefore can be used as a
tracer in soil movement produced by runoff and rills, the Cs-137 method is the most widely used and validated
for medium-term (50 years) soil erosion assessment. The selection of an appropriate site is a key requirement
in any study, we take in consideration environmental and socio-economic information, for that a small
representative field was selected to investigate the soil degradation and to assess the soil erosion and
sedimentation zones required by soil managers in this region. Because a significant plan curvature exists, we
have used a multiple transects: 3 of equally spaced parallel transects. The transect is 120 (m) length, a distance
of 20 (m) separates sampling points, three cores of 20 (cm) depth are collected in the beginning in the middle
and the end of transect and others points called surface point and other cores in a reference site for activity
estimation, in total, 62 samples were collected from the experimental and reference sites in Bainem forest in
North Algeria (in this scientific work, we represent the results of one transect). The preparation of soil
samples required drying, crushing and sieving to finally ≤ 2 (mm) diameter.
The sample analysis was undertaken by gamma spectrometry, using a high resolution HPGe semi-conductor
detector with (FWHM= 1,8 (keV) for 60Co 1332,5 (keV) gamma energy). The spectra were analyzed using
the Genie 2000 software dedicated to the processing of gamma spectra. The specific activities of Cs-137
measured ranged from 31.317 (Bq/m2) to 977.5 (Bq/m2) The Profile Distribution Model for uncultivated soils
was used to estimate the spatial distribution of soil erosion in the study site.
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Radon activity in well water and radiation dose estimation in the
granite-rich regions of central Anatolia, Turkey

İsmail GENÇ, Selçuk University, Turkey
Mehmet ERDOĞAN, Selçuk University, Turkey
Oğuzhan Altay YÖNET, Selçuk University, Turkey
Kaan MANISA, Kütahya Dumlupınar University, Turkey
Hasan BIRCAN, Kütahya Dumlupınar University, Turkey
Veysel ZEDEF, Konya Technical University, Turkey

Radon (Rn-222) measurements were performed in water samples from wells with different depths in the
granite rich regions of Central Anatolia. The radon activity concentrations were measured by using the
radon gas detector (AlphaGUARD PQ 2000PRO). We have also calculated annual effective doses
resulting from the consumption of these water samples. The results were compared with the limit values
of the international health and environmental radiation protection organisations and interpreted
geologically.
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Angular elastic neutron distribution of 197La target
İsmail Hakkı SARPÜN, Akdeniz University, Turkey
Kemal TAŞDÖVEN, Akdeniz University, Turkey
Ahmet BOZKURT, Akdeniz University, Turkey

Differential elastic neutron scattering cross sections for

197

La target elements have been calculated in

the various incident neutron energy. TALYS 1.8 nuclear reaction code was used in cross-section
calculation and all theoretical calculation results were compared with experimental data from EXFOR
library.
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Theoretical cross section calculation of elastic neutron scattering
from 197Au, 182W and 186W

İsmail Hakkı SARPÜN, Akdeniz University, Turkey
Kemal TAŞDÖVEN, Akdeniz University, Turkey
İlkay TÜRK ÇAKIR, Giresun University, Turkey

In this study, neutron elastic scattering cross sections were theoretically calculated at different energy
value for

197

Au,

182

W and

186

W target elements using TALYS 1.8 nuclear reaction code. Calculated

theoretical results are compared with available experimental data in EXFOR nuclear data library.
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Radioiodinated baicalein as novel agent targeted for brain cancer
and neurodegenerative diseases

Cansu KAYAŞ, Ege University, Turkey
Ayfer YURT KILÇAR, Ege University, Turkey
Kadriye Büşra KARATAY,Ege University, Turkey
Fazilet Zümrüt BIBER MÜFTÜLER, Ege University, Turkey

Nowadays, neuro-oncological and neurodegenerative diseases cause a noteworthy socio-economic
burden on societies and have a substantial portion of global problems. Because of the heterogeneity of
cancer diseases are main roadblock at the diagnosis and targeted therapy, mainly researchers are focused
on studies willing to add novel advances in detection and treatment of diseases. Researches on the
development of brain agents and determination of their potential remains important. Many diagnostic
and therapeutic methods do not pass the blood brain barrier and have negative effects on the treatment
of neurodegenerative diseases. In the literature search, the outstanding potential of the Baicalein (BA)
compound found in the roots of Scutellaria Baicalensis Georgi has been recognized. There have been
several scientific studies revealing that Baicalein may be a potential agent for the brain cancer due to its
multi-targeted effects and that it can be used as a new therapeutic agent for the treatment of
neurodegenerative diseases.
In current study, it is aimed to determine radioiodination potential of BA with iodine-131 (131I). 131I is
preferred due to its properties which provide both diagnosis and therapy at the same time. With this aim,
BA was radiolabeled with

131

I and quality control studies were performed utilizing chromatographic

[Thin Layer Radio Chromatograpy (TLRC) and High Performance Liquid Radio Chromatography
(HPLRC)] methods. Stability and lipophilicity studies of radioiodinated BA (131I-BA) was performed.
According to the results, it is seen that BA can be radiolabeled with 131I in high yields and stability. The
lipophilicity of the radioiodinated BA give insight for blood brain barrier penetration. Our studies about
radioiodinated BA are ongoing. Bioaffinity of 131I-BA will be investigated on different brain cancer cell
lines (U87-MG and U251-MG) utilizing in vitro cell culture methods.
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Natural radioactivity levels in association with geological
structure of Afyonkarahisar

Ayla GÜMÜŞ, Afyon Kocatepe University, Turkey
Hüseyin Ali YALIM, Afyon Kocatepe University, Turkey

Natural radioactive elements, which are mainly uranium (238U), thorium (232Th), and potassium (40K),
have existed in the earth's crust since the formation of the earth. These elements have survived to date
due to the long half-lives of various radioactive element in natural radioactivity series. Natural
radioactivity level from terrestrial sources depends on the geological structure, the radiochemical status
of the region and distribution of radioactive nuclei on the earth. Terrestrial radiation level in any place
is strictly related to the contents and the geochemical distribution of uranium, thorium and potassium in
rocks and to the geological composition of that place. The concentrations of terrestrial radionuclides in
rocks and soils constitute the sources of natural radiation of terrestrial origin. Therefore, the dose rates
of people from these rays vary from region to region. The aim of this study was to determine the level
of terrestrial radioactivity and its relationship with the geological structure of Afyonkarahisar city center.
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Influences of gate oxide thickness on the irradiation sensitivity of
the NürFET dosimeters

Şenol KAYA, Bolu Abant Izzet Baysal University, Turkey
Ramazan LOK, Bolu Abant Izzet Baysal University, Turkey
Aliekber AKTAG, Bolu Abant Izzet Baysal University, Turkey
Hüseyin KARACALI, Bolu Abant Izzet Baysal University, Turkey
Ercan YILMAZ, Bolu Abant Izzet Baysal University, Turkey

The initial device characteristics and Co-60 gamma irradiation response of Nuclear Radiation Sensing
Field Effect Transistor (NürFETs) fabricated in NÜRDAM-Turkey have been investigated. Various gate
oxide thicknesses were studied and obtained results were compared with commercial 400 nm implanted
gate oxide RadFETs.
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Excitation of the autoionizing states of helium by electron impact

Zehra Nur ÖZER, Afyon Kocatepe University, Turkey
Nurçin KARADENIZ KAYAR, Afyon Kocatepe University, Turkey
Hüseyin Ali YALIM, Afyon Kocatepe University, Turkey

Depiction of autoionizing resonances in cross sections of ionization has been a topic of research in
collision physics for a long time since the studies of Fano (1961). Such studies are very important in
terms of understanding the energy and angular distributions in atoms by internal electron-electron
interactions.
It is well known in the literature that the interference of direct and resonance transitions plays important
role in the formation of autoionizing resonances of Helium atom in the cross sections by collisions with
charged particles, such as electrons. Resonance profiles are formed in an asymmetric structure above
the direct ionization cross sections around the resonance levels. In this work, differential cross section
measurements were carried out to determine the higher scattering angular distributions of the doubleexcitation ionization energy levels of helium atom. The cross sections of the resonance levels for the
scattering angles were experimentally determined at intermediate incoming electron energy range. The
results will be evaluated in terms of resonance profiles during the conference.
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Excitation cross-sections of some autoionizing states of helium at
200 eV

Zehra Nur ÖZER, Afyon Kocatepe University, Turkey
Ali ALPERGÜN, Afyon Kocatepe University, Turkey
Hüseyin Ali YALIM, Afyon Kocatepe University, Turkey

The electron-impact excitation of doubly excited states is usually investigated by the electron energy
loss measurements of scattered electrons or the energy spectra measurements of ejected electrons. These
states are degenerate in energy with continuum states from the direct ionization process, resulting in
their non-radioactive decay, autoionization. Since the final states for both processes are
indistinguishable, interference can occur between the processes depending on both the magnitudes and
relative phases of the competing direct and resonant amplitudes.
The autoionization energy levels were discussed through the cross-section measurements carried out at
the different angles and energies. In the spectra, resonance profiles with symmetric and asymmetric
structures are formed above the direct ionization cross sections in the vicinity of their resonance levels.
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Cross sections and thermonuclear reaction rates for 50Cr(!,n)53Fe

Ercan YILDIZ, Ministry of National Education, Turkey

Accurate cross section experimental data are of huge importance for thermonuclear reaction rate
determinations since models used in the study of the stellar evolution and nucleosynthesis are strongly
dependent on these data. In general, thermonuclear reaction rates for heavy nuclei are calculated from
theoretical cross sections obtained using statistical model codes depending on optical-model parameters
used in the description of the entrance and exit channels. In this study, we examined the relatively lighter
50

Cr (a,n)53Fe reaction in which there was not enough experimental study. In these theoretical

calculations, the TALYS1.8 and NON-SMOKER codes were used. Results of our calculations were
checked to the experimental data obtained from EXFOR database.
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Influences of Co-60 gamma irradiation on structural, optical and
electrical characteristics of the amorphous and crystalline
titanium oxide thin films

Şenol KAYA, Bolu Abant Izet Baysal University, Turkey

Gamma irradiation influences on structural, optical and electrical characteristics of amorphous and
crystalline structure of Titanium Oxide thin films have been investigated. Crystallographic evolutions
under irradiation exposure were analyzed by X-ray Diffraction (XRD), while irradiation influences on
electrochemical characteristics were specified by Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR). The
irradiation induced changes on the optical properties of the films were investigated via reflectance
measurements. Current-Voltage (I-V) measurements were performed for analyzing the irradiationinduced effects on electrical characteristics of the films. Results demonstrate that irradiation exposures
significantly affect the film characteristics and the crystallized phase of the TiO2 is more sensitive to
irradiation exposures.
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Investigating the dosimetry properties of two carbon
nanostructures in the presence of a Co-60 irradiation source of
radiation processing

Nesa EbRAHIMI, Department of Nuclear Engineering, Islamic Azad University, Iran
Shahryar MALEKIE, Nuclear Science and Technology Research Institute, Iran
Mohammad Amin HOSSEINI, Shiraz University of Medical Sciences, Iran

The approach to using gamma radiation for industrial applications such as radiation processing has
received a considerable attention in recent years to the extent that high level of doses are utilized in food
and health industries, sterilization, the improvement of polymer properties. However, as gamma
radiation is also used at the heart of nuclear reactors and even in nuclear incidents, the exposure to high
levels of doses is unavoidable. Therefore, studying the base material that can respond to high levels of
doses can be very useful. On the other hand, with the discovery and introduction of emerging materials
such as Graphene and its derivatives with their unique physical and chemical properties, such materials
are expected to be considered seriously as a base dosimeter.
The present study examined the dosimetry properties of two carbon nanostructures, i.e. graphene oxide
(GO) and graphene nanoplate (GNP). The gamma ray of Cobalt-60 with a dose of 1.61 Gy/s was used
to irradiate the samples at various levels of 0-150 kGy. After irradiation, the samples were analyzed with
Raman Spectroscopy. Besides, FESEM and HRTEM analyses were used to investigate the quality of
defects to the nanostructures. This study describes the results of the Raman Spectroscopy and the way
they are used to describe the linear response of the dosimetry. Furthermore, the results of the
repeatability and fading effects are presented. The justification of physicochemical processes in defects
to nanostructures is investigated by Raman Spectroscopy and the application of the SEM and HRTEM
analyses.
Given the satisfactory results obtained from the studied materials, we can introduce a light material with
suitable dosimetric capabilities. The results of the present study pave the way for the other researchers
interested in the same issue.
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Investigating radiation shielding properties of the nanocomposites
including high density polyethylene and nano-oxide tungsten

Ahmadreza ABIZ, Department of Nuclear Engineering, Islamic Azad University, Iran
Shahryar MALEKIE, Nuclear Science and Technology Research Institute, Iran
Mohammad Amin HOSSEINI, Shiraz University of Medical Sciences, Iran

There has been a great tendency during the recent years toward non-lead (or even less lead) radiation
shielding materials to overcome the challenges of lead. In spite of its high efficiency in radiation
protection and accessibility, lead has some disadvantages such as high toxicity, low mechanical strength,
heavy weight, and the survival of some dangerous hospital pathogens in the lead aprons. One of the
available solutions is to apply suitable polymers as a matrix and use heavy metal oxide nanoparticles
(micro particles) as fillers. The present study investigated a kind of nanocomposite including a high
density polyethylene (as a matrix) and Tungsten Oxide Nano- Powder (as a filler).
To this end, 10 samples of the mentioned nano-composition with various percentages weight of tungsten
oxide (1-10%) were considered.
In the first step, the attenuation/absorption rate of gamma sources with different energies was calculated
using theoretical method by GEANT4 toolkit. In the next step, the experiments were conducted by
synthesizing the compounds, and the morphology of nanoparticle dispersion in polyethylene was
investigated using SEM analysis. Practical irradiation tests were also performed on the samples using
gamma ray sources at different energy peaks. Finally, the half value layers (HVLs) were measured. The
results showed that the absorbance/attenuation values were well estimated by the theoretical method. A
good agreement was found between the results of the simulation and the practical tests. However, this
adaptation is less likely to occur in areas with higher agglomerations. Therefore, the results of the
different sections are presented.
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A preliminary analysis of the dosimetry properties of nano-carbon
structures in the presence of the electron beams at high doses
levels

Shahryar MALEKIE, Nuclear Science and Technology Research Institute, Iran
Mohammad Amin HOSSEINI, Shiraz University of Medical Sciences, Iran
Ahmadreza VATANKHAH, Department of Nuclear Engineering, Islamic Azad University, Iran

Today, ionizing radiation such as electron beams has found an important place in industrial applications,
including in radiation processing, as it is available in many countries and it has been supported by
international organizations such as the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). Therefore,
studying on new materials can be very interesting. In this experimental study, six carbon nano-structures
including GO, GNP, SWNCNT, SWNCNT-OH, MWNCNT, and MWNCNT-OH were prepared and
exposed to electron radiation with 10-100 kGy doses by using a Rhodotron accelerator machine. The
samples were immediately transferred to the Raman Spectroscopy Laboratory and were examined using
the FESEM and HRTEM tests. The results showed that the ID/IG peaks of the samples correspond to
the measured values from the Raman spectroscopy, and thus these materials can be studied in terms of
the linear response. In line with previous studies, our results indicated that Raman spectroscopy can be
considered as a powerful and non-destructive tool for investigating structural defects. This study
presented the results of the linear response of each of the 6 materials plus the FESEM and HRTEM
results. In addition, the best material among the six samples under study is introduced as the base
dosimetry material.
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Radii and density calculations of 100Mo by using Skyrme-HartreeFock method

Yusuf KAVUN, Kahramanmaraş Sütçü İmam University, Turkey

Molybdenum (Mo) is a valuable alloy element because its flexibility module and melting point are very
high. It increases the hardening properties of annealed Steels. For this reason, Mo isotopes are widely
used in the electrical and electronic industries. In this study, the root-mean-square (rms), distributions
of proton, neutron and charge density as a function of radius were investigated for 100Mo by using the
Hartree-Fock method with some Skyrme forces (SI, S6, T3 and SKM*) via HAFOMN code. Also, cross
section values calculated by using E.Tel (2003) semi empirical (n,p) formula. The calculated results
were compared with the experimental results in the literature.
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The calculation of nuclear structure properties of 40K

Yusuf KAVUN, Kahramanmaraş Sütçü İmam University, Turkey
Eyyup TEL, Osmaniye Korkut Ata University, Turkey

Potassium (K) in liquid form are often considered as coolants for compact nuclear reactors intended for
space power. To investigate ground state properties with a new approach distributions of proton, neutron
as a function of radius were studied for 40K with some Skyrme forces (SI, S6, T3 and SKM*) by using
HAFOMN code. Also, cross section of 40K calculated by using Tel semi empirical (n,p) formula. The
results were compared with the experimental results in the literature.
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Investigation of gamma ray attenuation properties in different
doped concrete samples

Yasemin SAVAŞ, Amasya University, Turkey
Boğaçhan BAŞARAN, Amasya University, Turkey
Betül ÇETIN, Amasya University, Turkey

Shielding is the greatest way to protection radiation. Therefore, the development of different shielding
materials is important for radiation protection. In this study, radiation shielding properties of marble
doped concrete samples were investigated. The measurements have been performed by using a gammaray spectrometer which contains 3”x3” NaI(Tl) detector connected to MCA in the Amasya University
Radioactive Research Laboratory.
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Neutron emission spectra of 90,94Zr at 26.8 and 45.2 MeV alpha
energies

Abdullah KAPLAN, Süleyman Demirel University, Turkey
Hasan ÖZDOĞAN, Akdeniz University, Turkey

One of the most important part of fusion reactor design is making a decision on the selection of structural
materials which are resistant to the effects of radiation. In this study, the neutron emission spectra of
fusion reactor structural elements

90,94

Zr have been investigated by equilibrium and pre-equilibrium

nuclear reaction models by bombarding single energetic alpha particles at 26.8 and 45.2 MeV. Hauser
Feschbach and Two Component Exciton models have been employed for calculations. Obtained results
have been compared with the experimental data taken from Experimental Nuclear Reaction Data Center.
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Investigation of neutron emission spectra on some proton,
deuteron and alpha particle incident reactions with different
energies for 115In isotope

Abdullah KAPLAN, Süleyman Demirel University, Turkey
Mert ŞEKERCI, Süleyman Demirel University, Turkey

The aim of this study was build up as investigating the neutron emission spectra on some proton,
deuteron and alpha particle induced reactions with different energies for 115In isotope which is a widely
used material in many branches of scientific studies and also industrial applications. Theoretically
obtained calculations for the reactions 115In(p,xn) where Ep=11.2 MeV, 115In(p,xn) where Ep=22.2 MeV,
115

In(p,xn) where Ep=22.4 MeV, 115In(d,xn) where Ed=22.3 MeV, 115In(α,xn) where Eα =26.8 MeV and

115

In(α,xn) where Eα =45.2 MeV have been generated via using two most preferred calculation tools,

TALYS 1.8 and EMPIRE 3.2. Both calculation tools provide the ability of selecting pre-equilibrium and
equilibrium reaction models for calculations where Two Component Exciton and PCROSS Exciton
models have been adopted as pre-equilibrium models from TALYS 1.8 and EMPIRE 3.2 while HauserFeshbach Models from both codes have been selected as equilibrium models. All obtained results have
been compared with each other, literature data taken from the Experimental Nuclear Reaction Data
(EXFOR) Library and also values obtained from TALYS-Based Evaluated Nuclear Data Library
(TENDL) by graphing the related results and data to determine the most consistent model on each
reaction route.
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Neutron emission spectra of 107,109Ag isotopes for (p,xn) reactions
at 18, 22 and 25 MeV proton incident energies

Mert ŞEKERCI, Süleyman Demirel University, Turkey
Abdullah KAPLAN, Süleyman Demirel University, Turkey

Within this study, our motivation was to perform theoretical studies to obtain the neutron emission
spectra of 107,109Ag isotopes, where Ag has the highest rate of materials in widely employed Ag-In-Cd
(85-15-5, %wt.) nuclear reactor control rods. Reactions at 18, 22 and 25 MeV proton incident energies
have been carried out with two commonly used and accepted calculation codes which are TALYS 1.8
and EMPIRE 3.2. It is possible to investigate the pre-equilibrium and equilibrium effects with both of
the codes and all calculations have been performed within this manner. From TALYS; Two Component
Exciton and Hauser-Feshbach Models have been employed as pre-equilibrium and equilibrium models
whereas from EMPIRE PCROSS Exciton and Hauser-Feshbach model have been selected. To appoint
the most consistent model result with the exist literature data, computation results have been compared
with the experimental data taken from the Experimental Nuclear Reaction Data (EXFOR) Library by
visually via graphing both mentioned values. In addition to those, TALYS-Based Evaluated Nuclear
Data Library (TENDL) data for each investigated reaction have been also included to the graphs for
better interpretations.
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The effects of level density models on some proton induced
reactions for 67Cu production

Mert ŞEKERCI, Süleyman Demirel University, Turkey

In this study, the effects of three phenomenological and one microscopic level density model effects on
particularly proton induced reactions into various targets for 67Cu production have been investigated
considering the importance of both theoretical models and 67Cu isotope which has a spread application
area, especially in medical physics. All calculations have been performed with a widely used
computation tool, TALYS where the version of the code has been selected as 1.9. The results obtained
via employing four total level density models from TALYS 1.9 have been graphically and statistically
compared with respect to the experimental data taken from the Experimental Nuclear Reaction Data
(EXFOR) Library. Also, for each investigated reaction route, which are 70Zn(p,α)67Cu, 68Zn(p,2p)67Cu,
69

Ga(p,3p)67Cu, 71Ga(p,x)67Cu and natZn(p,x)67Cu, the most compatible level density has been appointed

considering both eyeball estimation from graphics and numerical values from statistical analyses.
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Angular distribution of neutron emission spectra of 56Fe in alpha
induced reaction

Hasan ÖZDOĞAN, Akdeniz University, Turkey
Abdullah KAPLAN, Süleyman Demirel University, Turkey

In this study, neutron emission spectra of 56Fe at 26.8 and 45.2 MeV alpha incident energies have been
calculated for various angles. Koning-Delaroche, McFadden-Satchler, Avrigeanu and Demetriou,
Grama and Goriely alpha optical models of TALYS 1.8 nuclear reaction code have been appointed
within the calculations. Theoretical results have been compared with each other and experimental data
taken from Experimental Nuclear Reaction Data Center.
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Theoretical investigation of cross-section calculations for
62
Ni(p,γ)63Cu and 63Cu(γ,n)62Cu reactions

Hasan ÖZDOĞAN, Akdeniz University, Turkey

In this study, 63Cu(γ,n)62Cu reaction cross-section calculations have been performed by using gamma
ray strength functions of Brink-Axel Lorentzian and Kopecky-Uhl Lorentzian and also level density
models of Constant Temperature Fermi Gas Model, Back Shifted Fermi Gas Model and Generalised
Superfluid Model. The relative variance analyses have been used for determining the best models. Also,
new giant dipole resonance (GDR) parameters for E1 transition have been obtained from experimental
data taken from Experimental Nuclear Reaction Data Center, and calculations have been performed
again by using the obtained new GDR parameters.

62

Ni(p,γ)63Cu reaction cross-sections have been

computed by using the best models and new GDR parameters. All calculations have been performed by
using TALYS 1.8 code.
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The effect of geometric errors on dosimetric parameters in linear
accelerator device

Aysun İNAL, Antalya Eğitim ve Araştırma Hastanesi Radyasyon Onkolojisi, Turkey

In this study, it is aimed to see the effect of the geometric errors on the% DD and IP parameters which
can be done in the linear accelerator measurements.
In addition, the change of the geometric error according to ion chamber difference was investigated. In
the study, all the percentage deep dose (% DD) and beam profile (IP) measurements were made by using
6MV photon energy in Elekta brand Synergy Platform model Linear accelerator device. IBA water
phantom (IBA-Dosimetry, Schwarzenbruck, Germany Blue Phantom) was used in the measurements.
IBA CC13 model ion chamber with active volume 0.13cc for 5, 7, 10, 12, 15, 20, 25, 30 and 40 cm2
when using the IBA CC04 ion chamber with an active volume of 0.04cc for square area sizes 2, 3, 4, 5,
7 and 10 cm2. Percentage Deep Dose; To characterize the central axis dose distribution, the dose at all
depths needs to be normalized to the reference depth dose. The maximum dose depth for the 6MV
photon energy according to the IEC 60731 protocol is 1.5 ± 0.2 cm. In the study, the dmax depth was
found out of the limit in the measurement of Y6MV taken with CC13 (1.8cm). In addition, according to
the same protocol, 100% dose was reported as 67.1 ± 1.5%. In our study, D100 was found out of the
limit in Y6MV taken only with CC13 (69.1%). The DFO20/10 value is expected to be 0.676 ± 0.009.
In our study, this value is only outside the limit in Y6MV taken with CC13 (0.690). Beam Symmetry;
The symmetry value should be within the limits of 100 mm depth and 3% in the 10x10 cm2 area. In the
study, values for both D6MV and Y6MV were found to be 0.9 and 1.0, respectively, at 10x10 cm2 area
size and 100 mm depth. The greatest difference in the comparison of symmetry values was observed in
the dmax depth of 2x2 cm2 for Y6MV (18.2%).
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Monte carlo simulation of photon radiation transfer for 1D by
using excel

Hasan BIRCAN, Kütahya Dumlupınar University, Turkey
Kaan MANISA, Kütahya Dumlupınar University, Turkey
Mehmet ERDOĞAN, Selçuk University, Turkey
Abdullah Engin ÇALIK, Ege University , Turkey

We have developed an excel sheet program that allows for 1-D visualization of photon transport as well
as the simulation and calculation of photon flux through a planar surface. The program also makes it
easy to change certain parameters like mass attenuation coefficient through a graphical user interface.
Our goal is to provide workable tools for computing light distributions such as the amount and
distribution of photochemical reactions in experimental solutions, films and biological tissues. Photon
absorption theory is compared with Monte Carlo simulation. In this study, we used various some
parameters, which mass attenuation coefficient and photon numbers, and investigate the effects of these
changes on flux, as well as on the qualitative nature of the transport.
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Effect of bitter melon extract on uptake of radiolabeled-paclitaxel

Onur YILDIZ, Ege University, Turkey
Tansu DOĞAN, Ege University, Turkey
Ezgi SULU, Ege University, Turkey
Gökhan TAKAN, Ege University, Turkey
Ayfer YURT KILÇAR, Ege University, Turkey
Fazilet Zümrüt BIBER MÜFTÜLER, Ege University, Turkey

People consume several types of plant origin diet without knowing the side effects of biological and
chemical contents and radiopharmaceutical interactions.
In the literature, there are a lot of researches focused on plant extract interaction with radiolabeled
compounds or radiopharmaceuticals. One of these plants is Bitter Melon extract (BME) which is widely
used for the treatment of various diseases in many parts of the world because of its rich phytochemical
and antioxidant content. On the other hand; Paclitaxel (PAC), is an antitumor drug that plays a major
role at the treatment of various cancer types such as ovarian, breast, and lung cancer. Besides,
Technetium (99mTc) labeled compounds have been attracting more scientific attention since the
achievement of earlier researches in Nuclear Medicine.
In current study it is aimed to evaluate possible effects of the BME on the uptake of 99mTc labeled PAC
(99mTc-PAC) on MCF-7 (ER+) and MDA-MB-231 (ER-) cell lines by using in vitro methods.
According to the experimental results, the uptake % values of 99mTc-PAC were 6.20 and 17.39 on the
MCF (ER+) cells with non-incubated BME and MCF (ER+) cells with incubated BME extract at 240
minutes, respectively. Thus, it has been observed that BME may modify the uptake of

99m

Tc-PAC on

the MCF-7 (ER+) cells than the MDA-MB-231 (ER-) cells. We think that this increase could be due to
the interaction between BME and estrogen receptor. Therefore, further studies including in vivo animal
model studies would be planned in the future.
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Tritium concentrations in various water samples collected from
Bolu province of Turkey

Serdar DIZMAN, Recep Tayyip Erdoğan University, Turkey
Filiz KORKMAZ GÖRÜR, Abant İzzet Baysal University, Turkey

The levels of tritium radioisotope in various water samples from Bolu province of north-western Turkey
was assessed in this study. Tritium, the only radioactive isotope of hydrogen, has a half-life of about
12.32 years. There is no information about tritium radioactivity measurement reported in water samples
in the Bolu province so far. For this reason, tritium activity concentrations of 21 different water samples
collected from tap, spring and mineral waters in Bolu were determined by liquid scintillation counter
(LSC). The sampling coordinates were also recorded by GPS device (Magellan Explorist 510). The
Minimum Detectable Activity (MDA) value for used method was found as 1.47 Bq/L. The mean values
of the tritium activity concentrations in the tap, spring and mineral waters were calculated to be 2.38 ±
0.78 Bq/L (20.16 TU), 2.26 ± 0.80 Bq/L (19.14 TU) and 3.83 ± 0.76 Bq/L (32.44 TU), respectively. The
maximum concentration value is found as 5.78 Bq/L (48.96 TU) in mineral water. In addition, annual
effective dose equivalent for the water samples were calculated and compared with the values
recommended by international organizations.
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A study on accuracy of long term E-PERM system for indoor
radon measurements

A. Alpaslan KOCER, Süleyman Demirel University, Turkey
Mehmet Ertan KÜRKÇÜOĞLU, Süleyman Demirel University, Turkey

In this study, the accuracy of indoor radon measurements was investigated for E-PERM system, which
based on electret technology. The measurements were performed at two different locations of a building
in Isparta during a period of 90 days. Twelve long-term E-PERM detectors were placed in each
measurement point. The first enclosed space had a radon level of 61.0 Bq/m3 and the radon
measurements in this place changed between 5.0 and 223.7 Bq/m3 with a standard deviation of 113%.
In the second one, the radon concentrations were ranged from 330.2 to 418.1 Bq/m3 with an average of
368.3 Bq/m3 (the standard deviation was around 7%).Turkish Atomic Energy Authority (TAEK)
approves the radon limit value of 400 Bq/m3 for dwellings. It is important to define the high radon
concentrations more accurately, since the risk on aetiology of lung cancer increases with increasing
indoor radon. Therefore, it was shown that, reliable measurements can be performed with E-PERM
system around TAEK’s limitation.
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Determination of tritium concentrations in seawater samples
along the east coastline before nuclear power plant in Sinop
province

Serdar DIZMAN, Recep Tayyip Erdogan University, Turkey
Feyza Zeynep ASIK, Recep Tayyip Erdogan University, Turkey
Recep KESER, Recep Tayyip Erdogan University, Turkey
Filiz KORKMAZ GÖRÜR, Bolu Abant Izzet Baysal University, Turkey

Tritium is a radioactive isotope of hydrogen and has a half-life of 12.3 years. Tritium is naturally
produced in the upper layers of the atmosphere and also it is produced artificially as a result of nuclear
power plants, nuclear fuel cycle and nuclear weapons experiments. In normal operations of nuclear
power plants (especially PWR type), tritium is released into the environment. Tritium emitted in the
form of the HTO is particularly involved in the surrounding water and therefore leads to an increase in
the concentration of tritium in that region. The aim of this study is to determine the concentrations of
tritium activity in the seawaters of Sinop province before the introduction of the PWR type nuclear
power plant in Sinop. For this purpose, a total of 60 seawater samples were collected from Samsun
province border to Sinop city center. The coordinates of each collected specimen were determined by
the GPS device (Magellan Explorist 510). Samples delivered to the laboratory were prepared for analysis
and counted in the Liquid Scintillation Counter (LSC) to determine tritium concentrations. For the
applied method, Minimum Detectable Activity (MDA) value was calculated as 1.47 Bq/L (12.45 TU).
The tritium activity concentrations of 34 samples (56.7%) were below of the MDA. The mean tritium
concentration of seawater samples was found to be 3.47 ± 0.53 Bq/L (29.39 TU). The maximum
concentration was found as 6.29 Bq/L (53.28 TU). These results are much lower than the values
recommended by relevant organizations in Turkey.
This study was supported by The Scientific and Technological Research Council of Turkey (TÜBİTAK) under project no.
117Y285.
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Cross–section calculations of 67Zn(d,2p)67Cu, 68Zn(d,3He)67Cu,
70
Zn(d,x)67Cu and natZn(d,x)67Cu reactions up to 50 MeV energy
for medical 67Cu radioisotope production

Tuğçe GÜLÜMSER, Süleyman Demirel University, Turkey
Abdullah KAPLAN, Süleyman Demirel University, Turkey

Radioimmunotherapy (RIT) is a multidisciplinary treatment that involves combination of
immunotherapy and radiation therapy used to treat various types of cancer. Treatment consists in the
administration of radiolabeled antibodies to the tumor tissue. 67Cu isotope is also used for this treatment
and it is still being under investigation and development. Also, it has several advantages over other
isotopes used in this field in terms of half-life and the energies it emits. In this study, in order to
contribute to the development of this isotope the cross-section, which indicates the possibility of a
reaction, were examined. The production cross-sections of
70

Zn(d,x)67Cu and

nat

67

Zn(d,2p)67Cu,

68

Zn(d,3He)67Cu,

Zn(d,x)67Cu reactions have been examined up to 50 MeV via both

phenomenological and microscopic level density models with TALYS 1.9 nuclear reaction code.
Constant Temperature Fermi Gas Model (CTFGM), Back Shifted Fermi Gas Model (BSFGM),
Generalised Super Fluid Model (GSM) are the phenomenological level density models, while Gogny
Force Model is the microscopic level density model. Calculated theoretical values of the reactions by
using TALYS 1.9 nuclear reaction code were compared with the experimental results taken from
EXFOR library. The model, which produces the most compatible results with experimental data, was
determined by the relative variance analysis method and the effects of different level density models on
the calculations were investigated.
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Production cross–section calculations of medical radioisotope
67Cu for some (α,xp) and (α,x) reactions

Tuğçe GÜLÜMSER, Süleyman Demirel University, Turkey
Abdullah KAPLAN, Süleyman Demirel University, Turkey

67

Cu is a beta particle emitter radioisotope used for imaging, research and dosimetry in

radioimmunotherapy (RIT). The half-life of the 67Cu nuclide is 61.83 hours, which is long enough to
give the tumor a high dose rate. This radioisotope mostly produced in the cyclotrons, linear accelerators
and high-flux reactors. The cross-section indicates the possibility of a reaction’s occurrence. In the cases
where the experimental data is insufficient or difficult to obtain, incomplete data can be completed by
using nuclear reaction codes. In this study, the production cross-sections of
64

67

65

67

68

67

Cu isotope have been

67

examined by Ni(α,p) Cu, Cu(α,2p) Cu, Zn(α,x) Cu reactions, which is used in medical field via
both phenomenological and microscopic level density models with TALYS 1.9 nuclear reaction code.
Cross-section of the reactions were calculated with four level density models. Three of them are
phenomenological; which are Constant Temperature Fermi Gas Model (CTFGM), Back Shifted Fermi
Gas Model (BSFGM), Generalised Super Fluid Model (GSM) and one of them is microscopic which is
Gogny Force Model. The results were compared with the experimental data taken from EXFOR library.
Experimental results of the 64Ni(α,p)67Cu, 65Cu(α,2p)67Cu, 68Zn(α,x)67Cu and

nat

Ni(n,p)67Cu reactions

were compared with the theoretical values by using the software TALYS 1.9. The suitability of the level
density models for the reactions was discussed. To determine the best level density model, calculations
were performed with the relative variance analysis method for each model.
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An investigation on height dependence of atmospheric indoor
radon concentration

A. Alpaslan KOÇER, Süleyman Demirel University, Turkey
Mehmet Ertan KÜRKÇÜOĞLU, Süleyman Demirel University, Turkey

Radioactive radon gas is a class-A carcinogen. Radon is heavier than air and tends to accumulate over
time in indoors which are not adequately ventilated. Inhalation of short-lived decay products of radon
may cause lung cancer. Therefore, determining radon levels in indoor environments is a very important
issue. Indoor radon levels vary with the amount of uranium and thorium present in the soil beneath
buildings. On the other hand, atmospheric radon concentration is also related to ambient conditions.
Height is one of these parameters, which can affect the radon concentration. In our previous studies,
high indoor radon levels were determined for Isparta city center as much as 3-4 times greater than the
county average. To assess the relation between radon level and floor height, we measured indoor radon
concentrations in a three-story building at the city center. Continuous measurements were performed by
using Safety Siren Pro-3 electronic radon gas detector. The first measurements were carried out in oneweek period in November 2018 and the second measurements were also made in one-week period in
December of the same year. 840 measurements were taken for each measurement point in one week and
a total of 6720 data were obtained. It was found that the radon level in this three-story building was
about 14 times higher than the world average (39 Bq/m3). Within the limitations of this study, it has
been shown that the atmospheric radon concentration decreases with increasing floor height, as
expected.
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A statistical evaluation of radon measurements for the bituminous
coal mines in Turkey

Havva AKGÖNÜL, Süleyman Demirel University, Turkey
Mehmet Ertan KÜRKÇÜOĞLU, Süleyman Demirel University, Turkey
Alaiddin YILMAZ, Bülent Ecevit University, Turkey
Bülent HANER, Bülent Ecevit University, Turkey

In this study, the findings of simultaneous radon concentration measurements were presented
measurements (winter, spring and summer term measurements) were obtained by using long-term CR39 detectors, which were placed in pairs at 66 measurement points in air return galleries of the mines.
Within the limitations of this study, it was found that the atmospheric radon levels were ranged from 10
to 502 Bq/m3 and the general average of the carboniferous outcrops was around 102 Bq/m3.
Additionally, atmospheric radon level variations with the organization locations and with the seasonal
changes were investigated. It has been revealed that the variation of the atmospheric radon concentration
is statistically significant for both, the season and the operation location (p<0.01). Finally, the annual
effective dose equivalents (2.04-3.15 mSv/y) and the working level month values (0.10-0.16 WLM/y)
were calculated for the miners. All of the results were lower than the limit levels.
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A correlation study between atmospheric radon concentration
and other mine parameters for 5 coal mines at the bituminous
coal basin of Turkey

Havva AKGÖNÜL, Süleyman Demirel University, Turkey
Mehmet Ertan KÜRKÇÜOĞLU, Süleyman Demirel University, Turkey
Bülent HANER, Bülent Ecevit University, Turkey
Alaiddin YILMAZ, Bülent Ecevit University, Turkey
A. Alpaslan KOÇER, Süleyman Demirel University, Turkey

In the present work, the atmospheric radon levels of Armutçuk, Kozlu, Üzülmez, Karadon and Amasra
coal mines were evaluated in terms of 6 mine parameters namely, temperature, humidity, methane,
carbon monoxide, air speed (or flow rate) and air pressure. All the measurements were taken
simultaneously and the data collected during winter, spring and summer seasons were analyzed
statistically. The relationship between the radon level and the other environmental parameters in 5 coal
mines air were determined form the correlation table that was formed by using the averages of the
parameters. In general, an inverse correlation was found between radon and temperature (-0.314) for the
coal mines located on the carboniferous outcrops. No statistically significant correlation could be
established between radon concentration and the rest of the coal mine parameters.
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Investigation of the effect of ambient humidity on winding
insulation resistance parameters in synchronous generators

Mehmet Cihat ÖZGENEL, Erzincan Binali Yıldırım University, Turkey
Emre DEMIREL, Erzincan Binali Yıldırım University, Turkey

Nowadays, it is known that synchronous generator stator winding insulations which are used in the field
of hydroelectric power production have various deformations depending on the amount of ambient
humidity in both working environment conditions and storage conditions. For this reason, it can be
concluded that the ratio of operational costs of these equipments with high investment cost is decreased
according to the operation and storage environment of the equipment. In this study, it is aimed to analyze
the negative resistances of the insulation resistance parameters of the windings by examining the
reactions of the insulation resistances of the windings depending on the variable of relative humidity.
For this purpose, an experimental set-up was developed and the winding of the synchronous generator
was exposed to various values of moisture and the insulation resistance values in the winding were
measured. The results of the DC Insulation Resistance tests applied at different relative humidity levels
were evaluated by taking into consideration the relevant standards. As a result, studies and measures to
be taken in order to prevent or minimize the malfunctions resulting from the inability of the equipment
to be maintained under appropriate ambient humidity conditions and the planning of DC insulation
resistance tests within the scope of preventive maintenance studies are presented.
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Multi-purpose proton beam irradiation setup and beam
characterization studies at TAEA-PAF

Görkem TÜREMEN, Turkish Atomic Energy Authority, Turkey
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Alper Nazmi YÜKSEL, Turkish Atomic Energy Authority, Turkey
Nihal Öykü SERIN, Atomic Energy Authority, Turkey
Aydın ÖZBEY, İstanbul Üniversitesi-Cerrahpaşa, Turkey
Erdal RECEPOĞLU, Turkish Atomic Energy Authority, Turkey

The main purpose of the Turkish Atomic Energy Authority's (TAEA) Proton Accelerator Facility (PAF)
is to produce radioisotopes (F-18, I-123, Tl-201, Ga-67, In-111) by a Cyclotron with the adjustable
energy of 15-30 MeV and the maximum beam current of 1.2 mA. The PAF also has a dedicated beamline
to house R&D studies. A project, being carried out at PAF-R&D beamline aims to measure the beam
characteristics and to make non-destructive analysis with an adjustable energy, in-vacuum irradiation
system. An octagonal vacuum chamber was manufactured to host a beam colimator, beam screen,
rotatable target holder system and the Faraday Cup. It has a capability to perform ion beam applications
based on x-ray and gamma-ray detection systems, will be started in near future. A special care was taken
to stabilize the high current ion source of the Cyclotron for low current applications. A dedicated Faraday
Cup was developed to measure the beam current down to the pA range. An energy degrader system was
produced to achieve desired beam energy (2 to 30 MeV) for various applications. A 5 mm thick Si(Li)
detector was used to measure the beam energy spread caused by degrader foils and the Cyclotron's
extraction system. All instrumentation is kept in high-vacuum (1E-6 mBar) environment to stabilize the
beam parameters. Whole setup is controlled and monitored by using the user interface of the automation
system. This paper introduces the irradiation setup and presents the beam characterization studies.
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The radial investigation of radiation damage in structural
material for thorium and minor actinide doped fluids in hybrid
reactor

Mehtap DÜZ, İnönü University, Turkey

Proton, deuterium, tritium, He-3 and He-4 gas production rates are the parameters of radiation damage.
In this study, salt-heavy metal mixture consisting of 89.9-89% Li20Sn80 + 10% ThC2 + 0.1-1% AmF3,
89.9-89% Li20Sn80 + 10% ThC2 + 0.1-1% CmF3 and 89.9-89% Li20Sn80 + 10% ThC2 + 0.1-1%
NpF4 were used as fluids. In this study, the fluids were used in the liquid first-wall, blanket and shield
zones of the designed hybrid reactor system. Beryllium (Be) zone with the width of 3 cm was used for
the neutron multiplication between the liquid first wall and blanket. 9Cr2WVTa ferritic steel with the
width of 4 cm was used as the structural material.
In this study, the effect on the radiation damage of the selected fluids according to each 1.0 cm thickness
in the structural material were investigated for 30 full power years (FPYs). Three-dimensional analyses
were performed using the most recent MCNPX-2.7.0 Monte Carlo code and ENDF/B-VII.0 evaluated
nuclear data libraries.
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The effects on the heating of thorium and minor actinide doped
fluids in hybrid reactor

Mehtap DÜZ, İnönü University, Turkey

In this study, salt-heavy metal mixture consisting of 89.9-89% Li20Sn80 + 10% ThC2 + 0.1-1% AmF3,
89.9-89% Li20Sn80 + 10% ThC2 + 0.1-1% CmF3 and 89.9-89% Li20Sn80 + 10% ThC2 + 0.1-1%
NpF4 were used as fluids. The fluids were used in the liquid first-wall, blanket and shield zones of the
designed hybrid reactor system. A beryllium (Be) zone with the width of 3 cm was used for the neutron
multiplication between the liquid first wall and blanket. 9Cr2WVTa ferritic steel with the width of 4 cm
was used as the structural material.
In this study, the effect on the heating of the selected fluids were investigated according to the mixture
components, radial, energy spectrum in the designed hybrid reactor system. Three-dimensional analyses
were performed using the most recent MCNPX-2.7.0 Monte Carlo code and ENDF/B-VII.0 evaluated
nuclear data libraries.
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Calculation neutron flux of uranium and minor actinide doped
fluids in a hybrid reactor

Mehtap DÜZ, İnönü University, Turkey
Gökmen ŞEKER, İnönü University, Turkey

In this study, the fluids were used in the liquid first-wall, blanket and shield zones of the designed hybrid
reactor system. In this study, salt-heavy metal mixtures consisting of 89,9-89% Li20Sn80 + 10% UC2
+ 0,1-1% AmF3, 89,9-89% Li20Sn80 + 10% UC2 + 0,1-1% CmF3 and 89,9-89% Li20Sn80 + 10%
UC2 + 0,1-1% NpF4 were used as fluids. 9Cr2WVTa Ferritic steel is structural material.
The neutron flux was calculated according to the mixture components, radial, energy spectrum in the
designed hybrid reactor system for minor actinide additive selected fluids, library and structural
material. Three-dimensional analyses were performed using the most recent MCNPX-2.7.0 Monte Carlo
radiation transport code.
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Investigation of neutronic calculations in uranium and minor
actinide doped fluids of a hybrid reactor using Monte Carlo
method

Mehtap DÜZ, İnönü University, Turkey
Gökmen ŞEKER, İnönü University, Turkey

In this study was used as fluid 89,9-89% Li20Sn80 + 10% UC2 + 0,1-1% AmF3, 89,9-89% Li20Sn80
+ 10% UC2 + 0,1-1% CmF3 and 89,9-89% Li20Sn80 + 10% UC2 + 0,1-1% NpF4 molten salt-heavy
metal mixture and as structural material 9Cr2WVTa Ferritic steel. The fluids were used in the liquid
first wall, blanket and shield zones of a fusion–fission hybrid reactor system. Beryllium (Be) zone with
the width of 3 cm was used for the neutron multiplication between the liquid first wall and blanket.
In this study was investigated the nuclear parameters such as tritium breeding ratio (TBR), energy
multiplication factor (M), heat deposition rate, fission reaction rate in liquid first wall, blanket and shield
zones. Three-dimensional analyses were performed by using the Monte Carlo code MCNPX-2.7.0 and
ENDF/B-VII.0 evaluated nuclear data library
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Calculation of radiation damage in structural material for
uranium and minor actinide doped fluids using Monte Carlo
method

Mehtap DÜZ, İnönü University, Turkey
Hilal BARDAKÇI, İnönü University, Turkey

In this study, Beryllium (Be) zone with the width of 3 cm was used for the neutron multiplication
between the liquid first wall and blanket. 9Cr2WVTa Ferritic steel is structural material. 89,9-89%
Li20Sn80 + 10% UC2 + 0,1-1% AmF3, 89,9-89% Li20Sn80 + 10% UC2 + 0,1-1% CmF3 and 89,989% Li20Sn80 + 10% UC2 + 0,1-1% NpF4 salt-heavy metal mixtures are fluids. The fluids were used
in the liquid first-wall, blanket and shield zones of the designed hybrid reactor system.
Proton, deuterium, tritium, He-3 and He-4 gas production rates are the parameters of radiation damage.
In the designed hybrid reactor system were comparated the effect on the radiation damage of the selected
fluids in the structural material for 30 full power years (FPYs).Three-dimensional analyses were
performed by using the Monte Carlo code MCNPX-2.7.0 and ENDF/B-VII.0 evaluated nuclear data
library.
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The effect of uranium and minor actinide doped fluids on convert
238
U(n,γ)239Pu using Monte Carlo method

Mehtap DÜZ, İnönü University, Turkey
Hilal BARDAKÇI, İnönü University, Turkey

In this study, the fluids were composed mixture the molten salt-the heavy metals 89.9-89% Li20Sn80 +
10% UC2 + 0.1-1% AmF3, 89.9-89% Li20Sn80 + 10% UC2 + 0.1-1% CmF3 and 89.9-89% Li20Sn80 + 10%
UC2 + 0.1-1% NpF4 fluids. In study, the effect of the selected fluids on convert to

238

U(n,γ)239Pu was

investigated in designed the hybrid reactor system. Beryllium (Be) is neutron multiplicity by (n,2n)
reactions. Thence, Be zone in thick 3 cm was used in order to contribute on 239Pu between liquid first
wall and blanket. 9Cr2WVTa ferritic steel is used as a structural material.
The convert to 238U(n,γ)239Pu was calculated in liquid first wall, blanket and shield zones, which uranium
content. Three-dimensional nucleonic calculations were performed by using the most recent version
MCNPX-2.7.0 Monte Carlo code and ENDF/B-VII.0 evaluated nuclear data libraries.
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Calculations of mean free path for 90Zr shielding material at 14-15
MeV neutron incident energies

Eyyup TEL, Osmaniye Korkut Ata University, Turkey
Mesut DEPEDELEN, Osmaniye Korkut Ata University, Turkey
Ali Armağan GÖK, Osmaniye Korkut Ata University, Turkey

Zr and Zircon are the most important chemicals for used in industrial applications, and Zircon is also
widely used as shielding material in nuclear power plants. In this study, (n,p), (n,α) and (n,2n) crosssections of 90Zr were studies at 14-15 MeV neutron incident energies by using empirical formulas. Mean
free paths for neutron were evaluated in 90Zr element for efficiency of shielding. The theoretical results
have been discussed and compared with available experimental data.
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Calculations of absorption and reaction rate of iron 56Fe target
nuclei

Ahmet BÜLBÜL, Osmaniye Korkut Ata University, Turkey
Eyyup TEL, Osmaniye Korkut Ata University, Turkey
Raci Ömer TURHAN, Osmaniye Korkut Ata University, Turkey

Nuclear power plants are used in electricity generation, but we cannot ignore of the harmful effects. In
order to reduce the harmful effects of nuclear power plants on the environment, iron group elements are
widely used as shielding material in nuclear power plants. Iron group elements are preferred due to its
density and therefore can be thinner and effective. In this study, it is studied efficiency of shielding at
14-15 MeV neutron incident energies and also calculated, total absorption cross section, absorption rate
and reaction rate of iron 56Fe element. So, with the obtained results, the development of conditions for
more efficient shielding will be discussed and contributed to the literature.
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Investigation of electromagnetic properties 182W nucleus

Eyyup TEL, Osmaniye Korkut Ata University, Turkey
İsmail GÖKÇELI, Osmaniye Düziçi Science High School, Turkey
İsmail Hakkı SARPÜN, Akdeniz University, Turkey
Salim ORAK, İstanbul Ticaret University, Turkey

In the present study, electromagnetic properties and nuclear structure of

182

W nucleus have been

investigated. Electromagnetic probabilities for ground state band, quadrupole moments and
electromagnetic multipolarity mixing ratios have been calculated by using Interacting Boson Model -1
(IBM-1). The calculated quantities from the other microscobic models were compared with the each
other and with the available experimental data in the literatüre.
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Investigation of (n,p) and (γ,p) reactions for fusion reactor
shielding materials sn isotopes
Eyyup TEL, Osmaniye Korkut Ata University, Turkey
İsmail Hakkı SARPÜN, Akdeniz University, Turkey
Hasan IŞBILIR, Osmaniye TOBB High School, Osmaniye, Turkey
Yılmaz KIRPIK, Osmaniye TOBB High School, Osmaniye, Turkey
İlayda TEL, Osmaniye Doğa Collage, Osmaniye, Turkey
Atakan GÖKÇELI, Osmaniye TOBB High School, Osmaniye, Turkey
Gül Naz BABAOĞLAN, Osmaniye TOBB High School, Osmaniye, Turkey
Tuğba DOĞAN, Osmaniye TOBB High School, Osmaniye, Turkey

Nowadays, the world energy demand is increasing day by day due to rapid industrialisation and
urbanisation. Non renewable energy sources such as fossil fuels and its synthetic derivatives are creating
increased environmental concerns. Associated with interest in alternative energy, nuclear fusion can be
one of the most attractive sources of energy because of safety and minimal environmental impact. Fusion
energy does not make negatively affect life of humans and does not produce harmful gases such as SO2,
H2S, NO, CO, CO2, HF, HCI in the atmosphere and also there are not radioactive nuclear waste problems
in the fusion reactors. The development of fusion reactor shelding structural materials for the safety of
fusion power systems is important and but there is still a long way to go to penetrate commercial fusion
reactors to the energy market.
In the present study, the cross sections of (n,p) and (γ,p) nuclear reactions occurring with Sn target nuclei
have been calculated.The interacted with both neutrons and gamma were predicted by using the Tel et
al. cross-section formulas and available other formulas. The calculated cross-section values from the
formulas were compared with the each other and with the available experimental data from EXFOR.
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Dosimetric verification with T-Ball cube phantom in
radiationtherapy

Berat ARAL, Selcuk University, Turkey
Nihal BÜYÜKÇIZMECI, Selcuk University, Turkey

Recent years technologies are significantly developed in radiation oncology so radiation oncology
treatment became considerable treatment option for cancer patient. Two out of three cancer patients
receive radiation therapy in the treatment process. Besides treatment techniques are also significantly
developed in radiation oncology. Thanks to these developments target area, receive high dose with better
critical organ sparing. Thus, quality assurance and evaluation of treatment plans became more critical.
Because of make a mistake in these parameters both tumor treatment will be incomplete and will lead
to unexpected adverse side effects in relevant critical organs.
In this study we developed phantom which name is “T-Ball Cube Phantom”. This phantom can measure
point dose as three dimensional without require any algorithms. T-Ball Cube Phantom can measure
radiation dose 300 different points with TLD-100. T-Ball Cube Phantom can also simulate tumor with
acrylic ball. We irradiated T-Ball Cube Phantom with Varian Clinac radiotherapy machine. And we
evaluated difference between measurement dose values and planning system dose values.
We observed that Eclipse treatment planning system dose values uncertainty increase away from the
tumor. The values we found in this study were found to be consistent with the literature.
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Development of radiation measurement system for a laboratorytype thin layer radio chromatography

Fatih SEZER, Ege University, Turkey
F. Zümrüt BIBER MÜFTÜLER, Ege University, Turkey
Coşkun HARMANŞAH, Ege University, Turkey

Thin Layer Radio Chromatograhpy (TLRC) is one of the common method used in the quality control of
substances containing a radioactive component. The quality control of radiolabeled molecules in nuclear
medicine laboratories is performed with quantifying the distribution of radioactivity on the
chromatogram strip. In this study, it is developed a cost-effective TLRC system for the quality control
of radiopharmaceuticals. Geiger-Muller (GM) detector is preferred because it is commonly used in
radiation measurement systems. The developed laboratory type TLRC system composed of two mdules:
Geiger-Muller counter and control module. The laboratory type TLRC sysem is based on Arduino open
source platform that allows a fast development and programming. After the completion of test
measurements, the performance of the developed TLRC system was compared with a commercial
device. We tested Tc-99m and I-131 with each device and compared peak distance ratio of them.. The
result of the experiments showed that the developed TLRC system works well and sufficient
performance to measure the radiochemical purity.
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Effects of CT device parameters on imaging

Buket ÇEÇEN, Akdeniz University, Turkey
İsmail Hakkı SARPÜN, Akdeniz University, Turkey
Aysun İNAL, Antalya Training and Research Hospital, Turkey

Computed tomography (CT) is a radiological imaging method for creating a cross-sectional view of an
object using the collimated x-rays. Different voltage and different current values are adjustable
parameters for operation of CT, which are important for the x-rays beam. Also, these parameters are
very effective in dose of the patient.
In this study, the dose to be taken by the patient will be measured with the help of a phantom (computed
tomography dose indicator (CTDI) phantom) using the body equivalent and with the help of the ion
chamber located in the CTDI phantom for different voltage and different current values in the device
parameters and for different tissue thicknesses. With the necessary comparisons, optimum voltage and
optimum current values will be determined for different tissue thicknesses according to dose values.

* This study was supported by Akdeniz University BAPK under project no. FYL-2019-4804.
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Estimating thickness of the reflection layer Al2O3 of the NaI (Tl) 3
× 3 detector
Assia ARECTOUT, Unıversity Abdelmalek Esaadı, Morocco
Hamıd BOUKHAL, Unıversity Abdelmalek Esaadı, Morocco
Elmahjoub CHAKIR, Unıversıty Ibn Tofaıl Faculty Of Scıences Kenıtra, Morocco
Mustapha AZAHRA, Unıversity Abdelmalek Esaadı, Morocco
Houda El YAAKOUBI, Unıversity Abdelmalek Esaadı, Morocco
Mustapha MAKHLOL, Unıversity Abdelmalek Esaadı, Morocco

In this paper, a procedure for optimizing the Al2O3 reflection layer thickness of NaI(Tl) 3"*3'' detector
is described. Experimental measurements are made with standard point sources: Mn-54, Co-60, Cs-137,
Zn-64 and Na-22. The GAMOS code illustrates the role of reflection layer thickness on photoelectric
efficiency. The average ratio of the photoelectric efficiency was calculated. It can be conclude that this
ratio has an inversely linear relationship with the thickness of the Al2O3 reflection layer. Using the linear
interpolation method, the thickness of the Al2O3 reflection layer was estimated to be about 2.04 mm.
The results obtained using the optimized geometrical parameters for different energies were compared
with the experimental values. A good agreement was found between calculation and experiment, the
relative difference of less than 2%, in the energy range of 511 to 1332.492 keV.
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Validation Of code openmc by calculating Keff of a slowpoke-2
reactor
Afaf El MTILI, University Abdelmalek Essaadi, Morocco
Otman El HAJJAJI, University Abdelmalek Essaadi, Morocco
Tarek El BARDONI, University Abdelmalek Essaadi, Morocco

SLOWPOKE-2 is a small pool-type research reactor which, due to inherent safety characteristics and is
difficult to model because of the importance of neutron leakage.
The purpose of this study is to develop and validate a complete calculation scheme, using new code of
Monte Carlo OpenMC , to calculate the effective multiplication factor ”Keff” depend on control rode
position of the reactor Slowpoke-2 nuclear research reactor at École Polytechnique de Montréal with
LEU (Low Enriched Uranium) core and also we discuss how OpenMC can be used to evaluate and
explain the effect on excess reactivity. This calculation was performed by means of Monte Carlo method
using the ENDF/B-7.1 continuous cross-section libraries and compared to experimental values from the
literature and with previous DRAGON1/DONJON1 results made at Ecole Polytechnique.
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Blue light sensitivity of calcium sulfate doped with rare earth
elements using luminescence technique

Veysi GÜÇKAN, Cukurova University, Turkey
Volkan ALTUNAL, Cukurova University, Turkey
Adnan ÖZDEMIR, Cukurova University, Turkey
Zehra YEĞINGIL, Cukurova University, Turkey

In the present study, calcium sulfate (CaSO4) doped with different elements (Sr, Al, Be, Mg, In, Dy and
Al) were prepared using precipitation technique. By examining thermoluminescence (TL) behavior after
the optical bleaching of a sample using blue light by varying the duration of stimulation between 50 and
2000 s and the sample temperature during stimulation between 90 and 350˚C followed by 100 Gy beta
dose, the optical sensitivity of the material was determined. The post irradiation (100 Gy) heating up to
300˚C for measuring TL response following blue light stimulation was carried out to investigate the
phototransfer thermoluminescence (PPTL) in the material. The influence of increasing stimulation times
on the PTTL signal (in the 100-240˚C region) was observed to identify the mechanism of OSL
production. The correlation of the optically stimulated luminescence (OSL) response with the TL glow
curve to determine the existence of common trapping levels was established using step-wise annealing.
The correlation of the traps responsible for specific TL glow peaks with the OSL showed that optically
sensitive traps are originating from the TL peaks at 180°C and > 300˚C (a complex trap environment)
as well as from the low temperature peaks. The PTTL peak with maximum peak temperature at 180˚C,
was accepted to be associated with the presence of the charge carriers transferred from deep traps
(complex trap groups at >300˚C) to shallow traps by blue light for all the applied stimulation times.
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Modeling of a HPGe detector using phits for the calculation of full
energy peak efficiencies

Esra UYAR, Gazi University, Turkey
Mustafa Hicabi BÖLÜKDEMIR, Gazi University, Turkey

HPGe detectors are widely used for the identification and quantification of a radionuclide in any sample
such as environmental sample, food product, building material, etc. When it is desired to determine the
activity of radionuclides in the sample, the full energy peak efficiency of the detector in the energy of
interest have to be known. Full energy peak efficiency is determined in two ways: the experimental
method and the Monte Carlo simulation method. Experimental determination of detector efficiency with
reference materials is time-consuming and costly, as well as the difficulties of performing accurate
measurement conditions such as measurement geometry, sample type, and volume. MC simulation
programs are frequently used nowadays, which do not have these problems and provide great flexibility
to the user. In this study, the detector was modeled in the PHITS MC program using HPGe detector
parameters in the study by Chuong et al., then the full energy peak efficiency values for 19 different
point sources were obtained in the 88 keV - 1836.1 keV energy range. The efficiency values obtained
by PHITS were compared with the experimental results and those of Chuong et al. from the MNCP5
MC program. It has been that there was less than 5% difference between the values obtained with PHITS
and experimental values. As a result, the PHITS is a useful tool to calibrate in the efficiency of an HPGe
detector.
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The investigation of Bragg curve parameters and lateral
scattering of proton and carbon beam in different energy in the
water phantom

Fatih EKINCI, Gazi University, Turkey
Mustafa Hicabi BÖLÜKDEMIR, Gazi University, Turkey

The entrance dose of the Bragg curve, the Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM), the amplitude and
location of the Bragg peak and the thickness of the Penumbra are significant in the development of
tumor therapy. Furthermore, lateral scattering defining little deflection in the direction of progression
because of Coulomb collisions of heavy ions is effective in planning tumor treatment near critical
structures. In this study, Bragg curves and lateral scattering of four different energetic protons and
carbon beams giving the same Bragg peak position in the water phantom were calculated using the
TRIM Monte Carlo simulation code. The entrance dose, FWHM value, Bragg peak amplitude and
position, penumbra thickness and lateral scattering values of Bragg curves were compared. It has been
seen that proton has an average of 63% more FWHM and 53% more Penumbra than carbon. It has also
been seen that as energy increases, at the same Bragg peak positions, the carbon has a Bragg peak
amplitude of more than average 28 to 45 times as compared to the proton. In the lateral scattering, the
proton was scattered 70% more than the carbon and the lateral scattering difference increased from 0.33
to 1.98 mm as the energy increased.
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The computer simulation of vibrationally resolved luminescence
spectra of important uranyl complex species

Jakub VISNAK, Charles University in Prague, Chech Republic

The contribution aim to present methodology for first-principles-based computational chemistry
simulation of vibrationally resolved luminescence spectra of uranyl complex species in aqueous
solution. Applications can be found in tailoring the otherwise ill-conditioned decomposition of TRLFS
spectra of experimental samples - that can be used to controlling prospection, mining and waste
management in nuclear industry. The contribution summarize second part of author's PhD thesis on the
topic.
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Fuel burnup calculations of the NHR5 reactor using DRAGON5
and DONJON5 deterministic codes

Houda El YAAKOUBI, Abdelmalek Essaadi University, Morocco
Hamid BOUKHAL, Abdelmalek Essaadi University, Morocco
Lhousine ERRADI, Faculty of Sciences, Morocco
Elmahjoub CHAKIR, University Ibn Tofail Kenitra, Morocco
Tarek El BARDOUNI, Abdelmalek Essaadi University, Morocco
Mohamed LAHDOUR, Abdelmalek Essaadi University, Morocco
Monia El BARBARI, Abdelmalek Essaadi University, Morocco
Assia ARECTOUT, Abdelmalek Essaadi University, Morocco
Afaf El MTILI, Abdelmalek Essaadi University, Morocco

The main objective of this study is to assess the burnup calculations of the NHR-5 reactor using
DRAGON5 and DONJON5 codes. To this end, the neutronic parameters of NHR5 nuclear heating
reactor underwent a comparative and validation methods through the analysis of the ﬁnite multiplication
factor Keff and some neutronic parameters including D, νΣf, Σa using the evaluated nuclear data libraries
ENDF/B-VII.1 and JEFF-3.1. The deterministic transport code DRAGON5 and the diffusion code
DONJON5, are used to perform the calculations of the fuel burnup in our reactor. The calculated values
are compared with the measured ones. Our results show that the results regularly provide reasonable and
consistent outcomes with the experiment values. Therefore, the reactor model of NHR5 developed by
the lattice transport code DRAGON5 and the diffusion code DONJON5 were good in predicting the
effective multiplication factor, the studied neutronic parameters as well as fuel burnup. In this study, we
being able to show the potential validation of the reactor physics lattice transport code DRAGON5 and
the core diffusion code DONJON5, as well as the nuclear data libraries ENDF/B-VII.1 and JEFF-3.1.
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Radon and radium gas changes in the Ömer geothermal region

Bekir ORUNCAK, Afyon Kocatepe University, Turkey
Zehra Nur ÖZER, Afyon Kocatepe University, Turkey
Mehmet ÖZKAN, Afyon Kocatepe University, Turkey

In this study, radon and radium gas activities in the waters of Omer geothermal region in Afyonkarahisar
province were followed up for approximately ten months. In this process; the maximum radon activity
value of the Ömer region source was 8.957 Bq/L and the minimum activity value was 0.182 Bq/L and
the average radon activity was calculated as 2.699 Bq/L. When the radium activities were examined, the
maximum value was 0.549 Bq/L, the minimum value was 0.028 Bq/L, and the mean radium activity
was calculated as 0.231 Bq/L.
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Radon and radium gas measurements in the Gecek geothermal
region of Afyonkarahisar

Mehmet ÖZKAN, Afyon Kocatepe University, Turkey
Bekir ORUNCAK, Afyon Kocatepe University, Turkey
Zehra Nur ÖZER, Afyon Kocatepe University, Turkey

In this study, radon and radium gas activities in waters in Gecek geothermal region of Afyonkarahisar
province were followed up for ten months. The maximum radon activity of the Gecek geothermal zone
source was 3.865 Bq/L and the minimum activity value was 0.101 Bq/L and the average radon activity
was calculated as 1.073 Bq/L. When the radium activities are considered, the maximum value is 0.432
Bq/L, the minimum value is 0.035 Bq/L and the average radium activity is calculated as 0.218 Bq/L.
The measurement results were compared with the relevant international standards and the situation of
the region was tried to be evaluate.
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Modeling a 3D magnetic sector analyzer for ion beam studies

Zehra Nur ÖZER, Afyon Kocatepe University, Turkey
Bekir ORUNCAK, Afyon Kocatepe University, Turkey
Mehmet ÖZKAN, Afyon Kocatepe University, Turkey

Magnetic dipole magnets are broadly used in ion beam studies in storage rings as deflection elements
and selection of ion beams in mass spectrometers. The important parameters for modeling a magnetic
sector are the radius of curvature and the strength of the field. In this work, we discuss the characteristic
properties of a modeled 3D magnetic sector for ion beam studies. This system can be used for analyzing
mass, energy and focusing of the charged particles. In the results, more focusing is obtained as the
injection position is further off center. There is a similar focusing when the ions are flying parallel
meaning the position of the ions as they enter the field is very important but not the angle they enter at.
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Half-life values for first-forbidden transitions of the even-mass Au
isotopes within pn-QRPA

Necla ÇAKMAK, Karabuk University, Turkey
Cevad SELAM, Muş Alparslan University, Turkey

Electron captures are amongst the most important weak interaction rates related to the dynamics of
stellar core collapse. In this work, we have been investigated the half-life values of the first forbidden
(DJ=1, DJ=2) transitions on isotopes of gold (Au) with mass range 196 ≤ A ≤ 204, including neutrondeficient and neutron-rich isotopes. The theoretical framework is based on a proton- neutron
quasiparticle random phase approximation (pn-QRPA) in the particle-hole (ph) channel. The WoodsSaxon potential basis has been used in our calculations. The obtained first forbidden beta-decay halflives are in better agreement with experimental data.
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Beta decay logft values for Pr, Nd, Sm, Gd isotopes in mass range
A=142 by Pyatov’s method

Necla ÇAKMAK, Karabuk University, Turkey
Cevad SELAM, Muş Alparslan University, Turkey

The violated commutation condition between the total shell model Hamiltonian and Gamow-Teller
operator (GT) has been restored by Pyatov’s method (PM). The considered nuclear model Hamiltonian
in PM includes the separable GT residual interaction in ph and pp channels and is differentiated from
the traditional schematic model by h0 (restoration term). All the calculations have been done within the
framework of pn-QRPA. The results obtained by PM are compared with those of other approaches and
experimental data.
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Implementation of the SN method in cartesian 2D geometry in a
pedagogical tool to solve the neutron transport equation

Mohamed LAHDOUR, University Abdelmalek Essaadi, Morocco
Tarek El BARDOUNI, University Abdelmalek Essaadi, Morocco
Houda El YAAKOUBI, University Abdelmalek Essaadi, Morocco
Assia ARECTOUT, University Abdelmalek Essaadi, Morocco
Afaf El MTILI, University Abdelmalek Essaadi, Morocco
Monia El BARBARI, University Abdelmalek Essaadi, Morocco

The goal of this work is to implement a two-dimensional method of solving the neutron transport
equation using the discrete ordinate (SN) method. This implementation is an extension of our teaching
tool NTP-ERSN (Neutron Transport Package ERSN) developed in our thesis work and published
recently. The SN method is one of the first digital tools developed to solve the neutral particle transport
equation, and remains, until now, very widely used. The discrete ordinate method SN presupposes a
particular treatment of the angular variable; this one is, in fact, discretized according to a given number
of directions (discrete ordinates), to which one associates an integration weight. Concerning the
treatment of the spatial variable, historically the linear diamond scheme is the most used. All software
modules and classes are programmed in FORTRAN90 and PYTHON languages. This work presents the
results of the NTP-ERSN software package for the two-dimensional reference problem of the C5G7
benchmark with a MOX and UO2 fuel and 7 energy groups without spatial homogenization. The results
of our calculation are compared with those provided in the description of the benchmark. For all cases
studied, the results of our calculations are in very good agreement with the reference values.
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Calculation of gamma-ray kerma coefficients in different solidstate forms of Bi1.7Pb0.3Sr2Ca2Cu3O10 superconductor

Murat ŞİRİN, Recep Tayyip Erdoğan University, Turkey
Hasan BALTAS, RecepTayyip Erdoğan University, Turkey

The experimental and theoretical mass attenuation coefficients for different solid-state forms of
Bi1.7Pb0.3Sr2Ca2Cu3O10 superconductor and Bi, Pb, Sr, Ca, Cu metals were previously
calculated at the 57.5, 87.3 and 122 keV gamma energies. The gamma-ray kerma coefficient
(k) of these superconductors and metals was determined as theoretical and semi-experimental
in the same energies by using the theoretical and experimental results of mass attenuation
coefficients. When the results of the calculated theoretical and semi-experimental kerma
coefficients were compared, a good agreement was found between them. On the other hand,
according to calcination processing, since the sintering process improves the superconducting
structure, there is a good agreement between the experimental and theoretical gamma kerma
coefficients.
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Determination of photon kerma coefficients for CuO, CaO,
SrCO3, PbO and Bi2O3 compounds

Murat ŞİRİN, Recep Tayyip Erdoğan University, Turkey
Hasan BALTAS, RecepTayyip Erdoğan University, Turkey

The experimental and theoretical mass attenuation coefficients for CuO, CaO, SrCO3, PbO, Bi2O3
compounds and their mixture were previously calculated at the 57.5, 87.3 and 122 keV gamma energies.
The gamma-ray kerma coefficient (k) of these compounds and mixture was determined as theoretical
and semi-experimental in the same energies by using the theoretical and experimental results of mass
attenuation coefficients. When the results of the calculated theoretical and semi-experimental kerma
coefficients were compared, a good agreement was found between them. Furthermore, the all
calculations of the gamma-ray kerma coefficient for compounds and mixture were plotted graphically
against photon energy. The results showed that all kerma coefficient curves followed the same trend,
regardless the material type.
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Thermal neutron scattering data for graphene

Monia El BARBARI, University Abdelmalek Essaadi, , Morocco
Tarek El BARDOUNI, University Abdelmalek Essaadi, Morocco
Houda El YAAKOUBI, University Abdelmalek Essaadi, Morocco
Afaf El MTILI, University Abdelmalek Essaadi, Morocco
Assia ARECTOUT, University Abdelmalek Essaadi, Morocco

At thermal neutron energies, the binding of the scattering nucleus in a solid, liquid or gas moderator
material affects the neutron cross section and the energy and angular distribution of secondary neutrons,
as the incident neutrons can lose or gain energy in interactions with moderator molecules. In the
evaluated nuclear data files (ENDF/B-VI and JEFF-2.2 ) these effects are described in the thermal sublibrary using the so-called File7 format, where the thermal scattering law S(α,β) is parameterized in
terms of momentum transfer parameter α and energy transfer parameter β. From the thermal scattering
law the double differential cross sections can be calculated analytically. The methods and models for
generating these sub-libraries were developed a long time ago and very few new experimental
measurements are available. The importance of the correct treatment of the lattice binding effects is well
known, hence the purpose of the present work: to produce accurately the neutron scattering data for
graphene by using the density functional theorem. At thermal neutron energies, the binding of the
scattering nucleus in a solid, liquid or gas moderator material affects the neutron cross section and the
energy and angular distribution of secondary neutrons, as the incident neutrons can lose or gain energy
in interactions with moderator molecules. In the evaluated nuclear data files (ENDF/B-VI and JEFF-2.2
) these effects are described in the thermal sub-library using the so-called File7 format, where the thermal
scattering law S(α,β) is parameterized in terms of momentum transfer parameter α and energy transfer
parameter β. From the thermal scattering law the double differential cross sections can be calculated
analytically. The methods and models for generating these sub-libraries were developed a long time ago
and very few new experimental measurements are available. The importance of the correct treatment of
the lattice binding effects is well known, hence the purpose of the present work: to produce accurately
the neutron scattering data for graphene by using the density functional theorem.
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Calculation of nuclear reaction cross section of 46,47,49Ti and 41K
nuclei induced by alpha particles

Hatice BİLGİN, Afyon Kocatepe University, Turkey
İsmail Hakkı SARPÜN, Akdeniz University, Turkey
Abdullah AYDIN, Kırıkkale University, Turkey

Recent developments in the theory of nuclear reactions required an experimental and theoretical study
of nuclear reactions, therefore new data required for these purposes. In this study, the total cross-sections
of the reactions (α,2n) were calculated theoretically on 46,47,49Ti and 41K target nuclei by the TALYS 1.8
nuclear reaction code and compared with available experimental values in EXFOR Nuclear Data
Library.
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Solving the neutron transport equation by the spherical
harmonics method (PN method)
Hafssa ZIANI, University Abdelmalek Essaadi, Morocco
Tarek El BARDOUNI, University Abdelmalek Essaadi, Morocco
Hamid BOUKHAL, University Abdelmalek Essadi, Morocco
Otman El HAJJAJI, University Abdelmalek Essadi, Morocco
Mohamed LAHDOUR, University Abdelmalek Essaadi, Morocco
Assia ARECTOUT, University Abdelmalek Essaadi, Morocco
Afaf El MTILI, University Abdelmalek Essaadi, Morocco
Monia El BARBARI, University Abdelmalek Essaadi, Morocco
Houda El YAAKOUBI, University Abdelmalek Essaadi, Morocco

During this project, we proposed a large class of angular approximation methods for solving the
transport equation, based on the spherical harmonic method. This approach makes it possible to obtain
the complete neutron flux in a formalism of equations of the second order in space. We have seen how
to develop angular flux and fission source based on Legendre polynomials. By recalling some properties
of these polynomials. We are interested in the problem of one-dimensional monocinetic transport in a
multiplying medium on a Cartesian mesh.
For the space discretization of the transport equations, we limit to using the finite difference method,
which is one of the most widely used numerical methods for solving problems at the limit values. One
of the key points of this work lies in the introduction of a linear system resulting from the discretization,
by the method of finite differences, of equations of moments. FORTRAN's programs have been written
to solve these matrix systems.
The numerical results obtained are also very satisfactory on these meshes for the two types of benchmark
studied. From these results, we found that the system of equations PN is equivalent to that obtained for
a decomposition SN + 1. And the analysis of the scalar flows shows that as we increase the order of the
Legendre polynomials, the flows become almost confounded and the value of Keff will be more precise.
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Giant dipole resonance (GDR) in 235U

Elif KEMAH, Sakarya University, Turkey
Hakan YAKUT, Sakarya University, Turkey
Emre TABAR, Sakarya University, Turkey

The giant dipole resonance (GDR), which is a universal phenomenon in all nuclei, has been theoretically
investigated in

235

U nucleus. The theoretical tool in this study is the Quasiparticle Random Phase

Approximation (QRPA) including a deformed Wood-Saxon potential, monopole pairing term, and
separable dipole-dipole force. The computed dipole cross section in

235

U is in overall agreement with

the available experimental data. Comparison of the obtained E1 spectra for

235

U with that of the core

nucleus (234U) indicates that valence nucleon plays the role of a spectator. Therefore, the main part of
the theoretical E1 strength arise from one-quasiparticle⨂phonon configurations.
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A theoretical study of the low-lying electric dipole (E1) Strength in
163
Dy within the QRPA

Gamze HOŞGÖR, Sakarya University, Turkey
Emre TABAR, Sakarya University, Turkey

The low-lying electric dipole (E1) strength in deformed 163Dy has been theoretically studied up to 4
MeV using the Quasiparticle Random Phase Approximation (QRPA). The model Hamiltonian includes
the axially symmetric Wood-Saxon potential with monopole pairing as well as the residual dipole-dipole
interaction. The parity assignment in the experiments on odd-mass deformed nuclei is impossible even
now because of the anisotropic angular distributions. Therefore, magnetic dipole (M1) transitions cannot
be distinguished from the E1 ones in odd-mass deformed nuclei. Comparison of the obtained E1 spectra
for 163Dy with the available experimental data shows that in addition to the M1 transitions, there is also
considerable E1 strength in the low-lying dipole spectrum of 163Dy. The M1 strength computed in our
recent work, has not fill the full range of observation in this nucleus. By including the E1 spectrum, a
fragmentation pattern comparable with experimental data is obtained. Furthermore, keeping in mind the
experimental problems in odd-mass deformed nuclei, it can be concluded that the experimental radiation
width is well reproduced.
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Electric dipole structure of 192Os in the 0-20 MeV energy range

Gamze HOŞGÖR, Sakarya University, Turkey
Nilüfer DEMIRCI SAYĞI, Sakarya University, Turkey
Büşra BABLAK, Sakarya University, Turkey
Filiz ERTUĞRAL YAMAÇ, Sakarya University, Turkey

The current spectrum of electric dipole excitations comprises three different regions in the 0-20 MeV
energy range. These electric dipole excitations are named as the low-energy dipole excitations (0-4
MeV), the pygme dipole resonance (4-8 MeV) and the giant dipole resonance (8-20 MeV). In this study,
electric dipole structure of

192

Os have been investigated in the framework of the Translational and

Galilean Invariant Quasiparticle Random Phase Approximation (TGI QRPA) and Non Translational and
Non Galilean Invariant Quasiparticle Random Phase Approximation (NTGI QRPA) model. In all three
regions, excitation energies, the reduced B(E1) probabilities and photoabsorption cross section have
been calculated by TGI QRPA and NTGI QRPA. Calculations have been carried out for both ΔK=1 and
ΔK=0 branches. As a result of calculations, TGI QRPA with separation of zero energy spurious states
are noticeable in three of them energy regions. Also it was found that the three regions have distinctive
features.
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Investigation of the electric dipole response of even-even deformed
154
Gd nucleus above neutron separation energy

Elif KEMAH, Sakarya University, Turkey
Nilüfer DEMIRCI SAYĞI, Sakarya University, Turkey
Filiz ERTUĞRAL YAMAÇ, Sakarya University, Turkey
Ekber GULIYEV, 2state Agency On Nuclear And Radiological Activity Regulation, Azerbaijan
Ali KULIEV, Azerbaijan National Academy of Aviation, Azerbaijan

The general feature of a many-body quantum system is the collective mode. One of these collective
modes is Giant Dipole Resonance (GDR) in which almost all neutrons and protons oscillate against
each. Above the neutron seperation energies (˃8 MeV), the dipole excitation spectrum of atomic nucleus
is almost fully dominated by the GDR. In this study, Giant Dipole responses of 154Gd nucleus have been
investigated in the framework of the Translational and Galilean Invariant Quasiparticle Random Phase
Approximation (TGI QRPA), Translational Invariant Quasiparticle Random Phase Approximation (TI
QRPA), Galilean Invariant Quasiparticle Random Phase Approximation (GI QRPA) and Non
Translational and Non Galilean Invariant QRPA. These models are used to compare the effects of
separating zero energy spurious states. In addition to the comparison of electrical and magnetic dipole
resonance additives in this region, excitation energies (w), the reduced B(E1) probabilities and electric
dipole total photoabsorption cross section are calculated for ΔK=0 and ΔK=1 branches. As a result of
calculations TGI QRPA with separation of zero energy spurious solutions are noticeable in the GDR
regions. The comparison with a different theoretical study using Skyrme interaction showed that the
theory TGI QRPA give similar results in explaining the electric dipole photoabsorption cross-section.
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Inelastic scattering of DT neutrons from 27Al, 32S targets

Mehmet BÜYÜKTÜRKMEN, MEB, Turkey
İsmail Hakkı SARPÜN, Akdeniz University, Turkey
Abdullah AYDIN, Kırıkkale University, Turkey

In fission and fusion reactor designs, it is important to calculate cross-section for nuclear reactions which
is formed by neutron. Data on fast neutron inelastic processes are of great importance in reactor science,
especially in the fields of fast reactor analysis, radiation damage theory, and shielding. In this study,
differential cross sections of the inelastic scattered neutrons of 14.6 MeV energies from 27Al and 32S
target nuclei were calculated by TALYS 1.8 nuclear reaction code. Experimental differential cross
sections were obtained from EXFOR Library and compared with theoretically calculated differential
cross sections.
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Activity concentrations of 137Cs in some first exile tea samples
grown in the central district of Rize province, Turkey

Nilay AKÇAY, Recep Tayyip Erdoğan University, Turkey

In this study, 137Cs activity concentrations were investigated in some first exile tea samples grown in the
central district of Rize province. The analyzes of the samples were performed with the gamma
spectrometry system and a HPGe detector. The minimum, maximum and average

137

Cs activity

concentrations in tea samples were found as 0.74 Bq.kg-1, 29.72 Bq.kg-1 and 7.30 Bq.kg-1, respectively.
For the each tea samples, annual effective dose values from consumption of 1 kg were calculated. The
calculated annual effective dose values for tea samples were found in range between 0.010-0.386
µSv.year-1.
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Accelerator based radionuclides/radiopharmaceuticals trends and
TAEK-PAF
Serdar BULUT, TAEK, Turkey

The main objective of the usage of cyclotron at TAEK – PAF is to manufacture of some major
radioisotopes and radiopharmaceuticals used for diagnostic purpose in nuclear medicine. A cyclotron
type accelerator that installed at TAEK – PAF (SANAEM Kazan, Ankara) by IBA (Belgium) can
provide the proton beam with the energy between 15-30 MeV and current up to 1.2 mA. The irradiation
is performed by proton beam at solid, gas and liquid target systems placed at the end points of the proton
beam lines to produce

18

F-FDG,

123

I-NaI,

201

TlCl,

67

GaCit and

111

InCl3 radioisotopes and

radiopharmaceuticals. All these products have been licensed and ready for marketing. By the
developments in the field of nuclear medicine and imaging, researching new radiopharmaceuticals and
commercial generators have been taken huge importance. The global usage and trends of the
radiopharmaceuticals make force on our country to research about production of the new
radioisotopes/radiopharmaceuticals by using our infrastructures. It is necessary for accessing the
products easier and more economical way. New political regulations also impose using of national and
domestic products in order to decrease the import level. TAEK-PAF has a big and flexible infrastructure
to reach new trends.
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Research of the excitation functions of the 58Ni(d,n+2p) reaction
by level density model

Asiye GÜROL, Afyon Kocatepe University, Turkey
İsmail Hakkı SARPÜN, Akdeniz University, Turkey
Eyyup TEL, Osmaniye Korkut Ata University, Turkey

In this study, the stimulation functions of the 58Ni(d,n+2p) reaction from Co-57 radioisotope production
reactions were investigated using different level density models. For this purpose, TALYS1.8 was
compared with experimental data in EXFOR library using different level density models found in the
nuclear reaction code. The models most compatible with the experimental data were the constant
temperature+fermi gas model and generalized superfluid model for the 58Ni(d,n+2p) reaction.
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The effect of level density models on the 58Ni(n,x)57Co reaction
cross sections

Asiye GÜROL, Afyon Kocatepe University, Turkey
İsmail Hakkı SARPÜN, Akdeniz University, Turkey
Abdullah AYDIN, Kırıkkale University, Turkey

In this study, the cross-sections of the

58

Ni(n,x)57Co reaction were calculated. For this purpose, the

density models of the Talys1.8 nuclear reaction code were used and thus the effects of level density
models on the reaction cross section were investigated. The obtained theoretical cross-section values
were compared with the experimental values in the EXFOR nuclear reaction data library and the most
compatible level density model was determined of the 58Ni(n,x)57Co reaction.
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Neutron absorption in B

Vildan ÖZKAN BILICI, Afyon Kocatepe University, Turkey
Zeynep TURHAN IRAK, Iğdır University, Turkey
Suat PAT, Eskişehir Osmangazi University, Turkey
İsmail Hakkı SARPÜN, Akdeniz University, Turkey

Boron and its compounds boric acid, boron carbide, rare-earth and refractory metal borides find
extensive applications in the nuclear industry as neutron sensors, human and instrument shielding
against neutrons, nuclear/neutron poison, control/shutoff rods and in nuclear material storage such as
semi-conductor, thin film, alloy or composite materials, due to their high neutron absorption cross
section. In particular, thin film coated semiconductor diode detectors coated with neutron reactive
material are presently under investigation for various uses, such as remote sensing of thermal neutrons,
fast neutron counting, and thermal neutron radiography. The microscopic thermal neutron absorption
cross section (σ) for 10B is higher than other B isotopes, which is a relatively high value and is one of
the main reasons why

10

B is used for thermal neutron detection. Many researchers have conducted

studies, investigations and experiments on the production of boron, its compounds and components for
application as control/shutoff rods in nuclear reactors, sensors for neutron counting, shapes for neutron
shielding. Furthermore, neutron absorption cross-section values calculated by Talys 1.8.
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Neutron absorption in FLiBe

Vildan ÖZKAN BILICI, Afyon Kocatepe University, Turkey
İsmail Hakkı SARPÜN, Akdeniz University, Turkey

Molten salt reactor concepts have become popular over lately. FLiBe is a molten salt made from a
mixture of lithium fluoride (LiF) and beryllium fluoride (BeF2) which has been widely investigated as
a moderator and coolant material in nuclear applications. As an excellent material for candidate coolant
of the molten salt reactor, the activation of FLiBe (Li2BeF4) is an important issue. In general, FLiBe was
preferred as the working fluid, because it has excellent nuclear (high tritium breeding and good neutron
energy absorption) and thermal performance. In this study, neutron absorption cross-section values were
calculated separately for each element in Talys 1.8.
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A study on the effects of level density models for (g,n) and (g,2n)
reactions on 120,122,124Sn targets

Merve ERKAN, Kırıkkale University, Turkey
Abdullah AYDIN, Kırıkkale University, Turkey
İsmail Hakkı SARPÜN, Akdeniz University, Turkey

In this study, we investigated the effects of level density models for (g,n) and (g,2n) reactions on
120,122,124

Sn targets. The (g,n) and (g,2n) reaction cross sections were calculated up to 30 MeV photon

energy with the TALYS 1.8 nuclear reaction code. In the calculations, we used the level density models
such as Constant Temperature Model (CTM), Back-Shifted Fermi Gas Model (BSFM) and Generalized
Superfluid Model (GSM). The obtained results have been compared with each other and experimental
data in the EXFOR database.
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A theoretical study for the elastic constants of platinum

Melek GÜLER, Hitit University, Turkey
Emre GÜLER, Hitit University, Turkey
Emine ALDIRMAZ, Amasya University, Turkey

We report a theoretical study for the typical cubic elastic constants (C11, C12 and C44) of face centered
cubic (fcc) platinum metal. Sutton-Chen (SC) type embedded atom method (EAM) potential have been
employed to our calculations through geometry optimization. Detailed quantitative comparisons with
existing literature indicate that our present results are about experiments and better than those of some
earlier theoretical data for the elastic constants of platinum.
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A theoretical investigation for the mechanical properties of
platinum

Melek GÜLER, Hitit University, Turkey
Emre GÜLER, Hitit University, Turkey
Emine ALDIRMAZ, Amasya University, Turkey

We have computed the some mechanical properties of the face centered cubic (fcc) platinum metal.
Sutton-Chen (SC) type embedded atom method (EAM) potential have been employed to our calculations
after optimizing the crystal geometry. Bulk, Young and shear moduli values of the considered metal
have been calculated. Our present results for the surveyed parameters are satisfactory and about the
former experimental values of platinum.
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Elastic constants of fcc palladium
Emre GÜLER, Hitit University, Turkey
Melek GÜLER, Hitit University, Turkey
Emine ALDIRMAZ, Amasya University, Turkey

We performed a geometry optimazition calculations to calculate the typical cubic elastic constants (C11,
C12 and C44) of face centered cubic (fcc) palladium metal. We employed, Sutton-Chen (SC) type
embedded atom method (EAM) potential to our calculations. Presently obtained results for the elastic
constants of palladium were compared both with experiments and former theoretical findings. Presently
obtained results are found to be reasonable within existing literature.
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Some mechanical properties of fcc Palladium

Emre GÜLER, Hitit University, Turkey
Melek GÜLER, Hitit University, Turkey
Emine ALDIRMAZ, Amasya University, Turkey

Several mechanical properties of the face centered cubic (fcc) palladium metal have been obtained. After
optimizing the crystal geometry, we employed Sutton-Chen (SC) type embedded atom method (EAM)
to our calculations. Bulk, Young and shear moduli parameters of the palladium metal have been
obtained. Our results for related parameters are found to be satisfactory when compared with the
previous experimental and theoretical data.
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Nucleon densities of Fe isotopes
Ferhan AKDENIZ, Akdeniz University, Turkey
İsmail Hakkı SARPÜN, Akdeniz University, Turkey
Eyyup TEL, Osmaniye Korkut Ata University, Turkey

The ground state properties of the nuclei are generally calculated using two different methods, namely
Skyrme-Harttree-Fock (SHF) and the Skyrme-Harttree-Fock-Bogolyubov (SHFB) methods. In this
study, the densities and rms radii for both proton and neutron of Fe isotopes were calculated using
Harttree-Fock-Bogolyubov method with different Skyrme set parameters, espacially SLy4, SkM*, and
SIII set parameters.
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Calculating the elastic constants of lead

Emine ALDIRMAZ, Amasya University, Turkey
Emre GÜLER, Hitit University, Turkey
Melek GÜLER, Hitit University, Turkey

We performed a theoretical study for the typical cubic elastic constants (C11, C12 and C44) of face
centered cubic (fcc) lead metal. During our calculations, Sutton-Chen (SC) type embedded atom method
(EAM) potential have been employed to studythrough geometry optimization. Presently obtained results
for the elastic constants of lead are in agreement both with experiments and former theoretical findings.
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Computing the mechanical properties of lead

Emine ALDIRMAZ, Amasya University, Turkey
Emre GÜLER, Hitit University, Turkey
Melek GÜLER, Hitit University, Turkey

We have computed the several mechanical properties of the face centered cubic (fcc) lead metal. After
optimizing the crystal geometry, we employed Sutton-Chen (SC) typeembedded atom method (EAM)
to ourcomputations. Bulk, Young and shear moduli parameters of the lead metal have been calculated.
Our results for the calculated parameters are reasonable and about the previous experimental outcomes
of lead.
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Bohr hamiltonian for γ=30° with pseudo-harmonic potential
İbrahim YIĞITOĞLU, Gaziosmanpasa University, Turkey
Burcu UÇAR, Gaziosmanpasa University, Turkey
Tuğba TURAN, Gaziosmanpasa University, Turkey

A γ-rigid solution of the Bohr Hamiltonian is derived for γ=30° using the Pseudo-Harmonic potential in
the β variable. The model is going to be called Z(4)-P. The energy eigenvalues and wave functions are
obtained by using an analytic method developed by Nikiforov and Uvarov. The obtained energy spectra
are presented and compared with existing experimental data.
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A solution of Bohr hamiltonian for γ=0° with pseudo-harmonic
potential

İbrahim YIĞITOĞLU, Gaziosmanpasa University, Turkey
Burcu UÇAR, Gaziosmanpasa University, Turkey
Tuğba TURAN, Gaziosmanpasa University, Turkey

The Bohr Hamiltonian is solved for γ=0° using Pseudo-Harmonic potential in the β variable. This γrigid solution is going to be called X(3)-P model. The energy eigenvalues and the wave functions are
obtained by using an analytic method developed by Nikiforov and Uvarov. The obtained energy spectra
are presented and compared with existing experimental data.
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Calculation of mass attenuatıon coeffıcients of Cu Doped ZnS thin
film for radiation shielding by the Monte Carlo method

Nuri YORULMAZ, Harran University, Turkey
Mehmet Murat YAŞAR, Harran University, Turkey
Ahmet TUMBUL, Harran University, Turkey
Abdullah GÖKTAŞ, Harran University, Turkey
Ahmet BOZKURT, Akdeniz University, Turkey

The ZnS n-type semiconductor which is a compound between Group II and VI elements of the periodic
table, has recently been of great interest due to its adequate physical and chemical properties such as a
wide band gap at room temperature (3.60 eV), a high exciton binding energy (40 meV), an optical
transmittance in the visible region, a high refractive index and chemical stability. Various metals (Mn,
Cu, Al, La, …) can be added to ZnS semiconductor to develop its structural, optical and electrical
characteristics. Among them, Cu is an important metal because of its good conductivity, high
electronegativity, Zn-compatible ionic radius and similar physical properties. Cu doped ZnS thin films
can be prepared by various film production techniques. Sol-gel thin film amplification method has an
important place among the methods based on the traditional solution method. With this method, the
chemical rate parameters of the solution, such as, film thickness, film uniformity and purity adjustable
can be controlled easily by the elements in the film. To date, many materials have been tested to protect
against exposure to radiation. The above-mentioned low-cost and easily available compound can be
manufactured for radiation shielding purposes. In this study, mass attenuation coefficients of Cu doped
ZnS materials, which is formed as thin film of 700 nm thickness, were calculated by using MCNP6
Monte Carlo simulation program. The results showed that the thin film produced could be a suitable
candidate shielding material for photon radiation.
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Magnetic phase transitions in low dimensional systems

Bülent KUTLU, Gazi University, Turkey
Hasan ÜNLÜ, Gazi University, Turkey

In this study, the magnetic behavior of nanowires and nano surfaces were investigated by using the
Creutz Cellular Automaton (CCA) algorithm for spin-1/2 Ising model. For this purpose, the changes in
the thermodynamic quantities with temperature in square lattices (side lengths: Lx = 16, 32, 64, 128,
256, 512; Ly = 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512), and rectangle lattices (side lengths: Lx = 16, 32, 64, 128, 256,
512; Ly= 512) were formed for both periodic and free edge boundary conditions separately by using
CCA algorithm. Simulation results showed that square lattices, which have side lengths L ≤ 32 with free
edge boundary conditions exhibit nano-surface behavior, and rectangular lattices which have side length
ratio Lx/Ly ≤ 0.0625 with free edge boundary conditions exhibit nano-wire behavior.
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Diffusion coefficients for certain moderators at thermal energy

Ahmet BÜLBÜL, Osmaniye Korkut Ata University

Diffusion approximation is applied to neutron transport equation in slab geometry using UN method and
diffusion equation is obtained in accordance with Fick’s Law. Then diffusion coefficient’s values are
calculated for certain moderators at thermal energy. Obtained results from UN method are compared
with PN method results and ANL results.
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Investigation of field size dependence of transmission properties of
mega voltage X rays

Özlem Yaşar TOYKAN ÇIFTLIKLI, Akdeniz University, Turkey
Nina TUNÇEL, Akdeniz University, Turkey
Ahmet BOZKURT, Akdeniz University, Turkey

Photon attenuation parameters of LİNAC shields are known to vary depending on such parameters as
type of the barrier material and the properties of the x-ray beam. The beam absorption potential of
radiation shielding materials such as concrete, steel and lead are closely related to beam energy and
effective field size. The radiation transmission characteristics of some materials based on field
measurements are provided in reports from NCRP and IAEA to be used in linear accelerator room
designs. However, when determining the shielding performance of materials materials on site, it is not
always feasible to use wide beams as done in measurements reported by these publications. In this study,
the effective field size dependence of the barrier transmission curve for concrete at 4, 6 and 10 MV
energy x-rays was investigated. A conversion factor was obtained based on the obtained experimental
results.
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Investigation of mass attenuation coefficients of Bi2O3B2O3 glass
materials by using the Monte Carlo method

Mehmet Murat YAŞAR, Harran University, Turkey
Nuri YORULMAZ, Harran University, Turkey
Mustafa DURGUN, Harran University, Turkey
Ahmet BOZKURT, Akdeniz University, Turkey

Radiation is used in various areas such as energy production and medical applications. To protect against
the biological damage that exposure to ionizing radiation causes, implementing an absorber as shielding
is usually the first option along with minimizing the time of exposure and maximizing the distance from
the source. When using shielding, it is an advantage to use low-cost materials. Glass based materials are
low-cost alternatives in addition to their ease of production. Also, a better shielding material can be
obtained by adding certain additives into glass based materials. In this study, Monte Carlo computations
were performed to obtain mass attenuation coefficients of Bi2O3B2O3 and the results are compared with
XCOM values.
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Investigation of neutron shielding behavior in B4C /stainles steel
316L composite

Yasin GAYLAN, Zonguldak Bülent Ecevit University, Turkey
Ahmet BOZKURT, Akdeniz University, Turkey

In this study, neutron shielding properties of boron carbide (B4C) doped in stainless steel 316L material
were studied. The neutron macroscopic cross section of B4C / stainless steel 316L was calculated by
MCNP5 simulation. The B4C ratio was enhanced from 2% to 10%. The effect of increasing B4C ratio
in the stainless steel 316L matrix on macroscopic cross section for thermal, epithermal, fast and fission
neutrons was examined. The macroscopic cross section for thermal neutron increased from 1.14 cm-1
(0% B4C) to 24.98 cm-1 (10% B4C) with increasing the B4C ratio in the stainless steel 316L.The
macroscopic cross section for epithermal neutron increased from 0.57 cm-1 (0% B4C) to 0.77 cm-1 (10%
B4C) with increasing the B4C ratio in the stainless steel 316L.The macroscopic cross section for fast
neutron increased from 0.39 cm-1 (0 % B4C) to 0.41 cm-1 (10% B4C) with increasing the B4C ratio in the
stainless steel 316L.The macroscopic cross section for fission neutron increased from 0.22 cm-1 (0%
B4C) to 0.24 cm-1 (10% B4C) with increasing the B4C ratio in the stainless steel 316L.
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Prominent investigation of temperature dependence of IRSL
characteristics of sediment samples extracted from the sea of
Marmara

Eyyup TEL, Osmaniye Korkut Ata University, Turkey
Yusuf ZALAOĞLU, Osmaniye Korkut Ata University, Turkey
İsmail Hakkı SARPÜN, Akdeniz University, Turkey
İbrahim Cem ARSLAN, Gazi University, Turkey

In this study, the temperature dependence of the infrared stimulated luminescence curves of the
archaeological and geological sediment samples extracted from the Sea of Marmara is investigated at
300 K, 373 K, 473 K and 573 K. Therefore, the decay curves depending on IRSL counts attained from
the samples were obtained. Moreover, the equation systems are suggested in order to explain the decay
process of the sediments. The correlation coefficients for these equation systems are achieved with the
help of the fitting into the decay curves. After that, it is aimed to explain the luminescence mechanism
by establishing a relationship between correlation coefficients and temperature values.
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A detailed research on the IRSL characteristics of sediment
samples taken from the sea of Marmara at different temperatures

Eyyup TEL, Osmaniye Korkut Ata University, Turkey
Yusuf ZALAOĞLU, Osmaniye Korkut Ata University, Turkey
İsmail Hakkı SARPÜN, Akdeniz University, Turkey
İbrahim Cem ARSLAN, Gazi University, Turkey

In this current work, the temperature dependence of the infrared stimulated luminescence curves of the
archaeological and geological sediment samples taken from the Sea of Marmara is investigated at
different temperatures such as 323 K, 423 K and 523 K. Hence, the decay curves of the samples
depending on IRSL counts at different temperatures are properly achieved. Also, the decay mechanism
of the specimens can be explained with the help of the suggested equation systems. The correlation
coefficients belonging to these suggested equation systems are attained by means of the fitting the
equations into the decay curves at specific temperature values. Hereafter, it have been clearly said that
the luminescence mechanism can be explained with the correlation between the correlation coefficients
and temperatures.
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A review on shielding calculations by TAEK RSGD-KLV-006 and
NCRP 147

Rıdvan ÜNAL, Uşak University, Turkey

In medical x-ray imaging applications, the radiation consists of primary and secondary radiation.
Primary radiation, also called the useful beam, is radiation emitted directly from the x-ray tube that is
used for patient The radiation from x-ray in medical imaging consists of primary and secondary
radiation. Primary radiation is directly emitted from the x-ray tube used for imaging. The radiation
emitted directly from the x-ray tube will be intercepted by a wall, ceiling, floor or by other means called
a primary barrier. The exposure of an individual to radiation depends on radiation source, the distance
between source and individual, the exposure duration and the shielding between the individual and the
radiation source. Even though there is no barrier that will completely eliminate the radiation dose from
x-ray, in this review there will be an attempt to calculate the structural shielding design for medical xray in the light of NCRP 147 and TAEK RSGD-KLV-006.
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Determination of the parameters of producing 210,211At medical
radioisotopes in cyclotron

Hatice Kübra BELEN, Kırıkkale University, Turkey
Abdullah AYDIN, Kırıkkale University, Turkey
İsmail Hakkı SARPÜN, Akdeniz University, Turkey

Medical radioisotopes are produced in cyclotron, reactor, neutron generator and linear accelerators. In
recent years there has been a rapid increase in the use of therapeutic radioisotopes. Especially targeted
alpha therapy (TAT) is an important cancer treatment. In the targeted alpha therapy, selected cancer
cells are destroyed by alpha particle radiation.
In this study, the parameters of producing 211At by alpha irradiation of 209Bi in a cyclotron through the
reactions
209

209

Bi(α,2n)211At and

Bi(α,2n)211At and

209

209

Bi(α,3n)210At have been investigated. For this, the cross section of

Bi(α,3n)210At reactions have been calculated by using TALYS1.8 code and

optimum alpha energy range, maximum product activity and product yield have been determined.
Obtained results have been compared with the data in literature.
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Neutronic study of fuel depletion for the MNSR reactor using
DRAGON5 code

Jamal Al ZAIN, Abdelmalek Essaâdi University, Morocco
O. El HAJJAJI, Abdelmalek Essaâdi University, Morocco
T. El BARDOUNI, Abdelmalek Essaâdi University, Morocco

The aim of this work is to study the fuel depletion of 30 kW MNSR research reactor. Under operating
conditions of two hours per day for five days a week at a peak thermal neutron flux of 1.0x1012n/cm2.s,
the estimated core life is 10 years (200 days).The DRAGON5 code is utilizing to generate the fuel group
constants and the infinite multiplication factor (k_∞) versus the MNSR reactor operating time, at
different burnup values. The amounts of uranium burnt up and plutonium produced in the reactor core
are calculated using the DRAGON5 transport lattice code. The results are in good agreement with
previous studies.
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To assess the CTDI value at cone beam computed tomography
device by circular and elliptical cylinder phantoms

Gülşah KOCA
Nina TUNÇEL, Akdeniz University, Turkey

The objective of this study was to investigate the Computed Tomography Dose Index (CTDI) at cone
beam computed tomography (CBCT) device using different diameter size circular and elliptical cylinder
phantoms with short and long axis.
Two cylindrical phantom set that each including a serial of different diameter size circular and elliptical
slice with 2 cm thickness were designed and produced. The United State Food and Drug Administration
(FDA)'s standards were taken into account along the process of phantom design. The small, medium
and large circular and elliptical slices were produced by cutting 2 cm thick Poly Methyl Methacrylate
(PMMA) plaques. The same material was used for stabilization of slices for arranging length of cylinder.
The holes for placing 100 mm CTDI ion chamber were designed and PMMA rods for hold of cavity
produced for two set. The CTDI measurements for different imaging protocols were performed at kVCBCT device which is part of Elekta Synergy linear accelerator in two phantom set by using ion chamber
and electrometer. Then the weighted CTDI (CTDIw) was calculated for each acquisition. All CTDI
measurements and CTDIw calculations were done at both 16 cm and 40 cm length of two cylindrical
phantom set.
In the measurements made using the CT ion chamber to examine the phantom longitudinal dependence
of the dose, CTDIw values of 40 and 16 cm long elliptical large CT phantoms were calculated to be
20.78 and 18.88 mGy respectively. When the calculated CTDIw values at two phantom sets in three
dimensional imaging protocols were compared, it was seen that the values calculated in the elliptic CT
phantom were higher about 40% than the circular phantom.
It was found that 16 cm standard phantom length is not enough to measure scattered radiation and also
the circular geometry used in measurements does not represent the human body figure, so it doesn’t
calculate dose correctly. As a result of study, alternative phantom is recommended for more accurately
dose assessment. This phantom can be used for computed tomography scan and imaging procedure of
radiotherapy.
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Usak area deep well water study on radon activity

Rıdvan ÜNAL, Usak University, Turkey
Tuncay ERDOĞAN, Public School Physics Teacher, Turkey

The half of natural radiation exposition is caused by radon gas and other decay products. One of the
main sources of radioactive elements is underground water that includes radioactive elements from 238U
and 232Th group because of radioactive materials which it passes through and contacts. Moreover there
are studies trying to predict eartquakes by focusing on the relation between changing radon gas activities
and seismic activities. This study aims on determining radon and radium activities contained in deep
well water in Uşak and its surroundings. The water samples taken from 10 different wells by weekly
periods between August and September are examined in the Nuclear Physics Laboratory of Physics
Department at Afyon Kocatepe University. According to analysis, maximum and minimum radon
activities are 21.56 Bq/L and 0.05 Bq/L, respectively. Regarding radium activity in the deep well water,
its maximum and minimum activities are found as 5.84 Bq/L and 0.02 Bq/L, respectively.
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Investigation of the efficiency of standard uptake values acquired
by hybrid PET-CT imaging device

Aslı KÖSEM
Nina TUNÇEL, Akdeniz University, Turkey
Binnur KARAYALÇIN, Akdeniz University, Turkey

The aim of this study was to investigate the clinical efficacy of the standardized uptake value (SUV)
related to the accumulated radioactive marker (FDG) in the related tissue with a hybrid imaging system
using two different imaging methods, Positron Emission Tomography and Computed Tomography
(PET-CT) devices. The SUV evaluation was performed by getting SUV value from drawing area of
interest on patient images that was acquired from the Siemens brand BIOGRAPH TRUEPOINT 16
model PET-CT device. To determine the effectiveness of the parameters affecting the SUV value, the
weight of each patient was recorded and the rank of the FDG activity injected into the patient was
surveyed. The activity value of the radioactive substances was measured on the SIEMENS INTEGO
dose calibrator. The amount of contamination on the skin while the radioactive material injected into
the patient was measured and recorded using thermoluminescence dosimeters. Also, the Geiger Muller
detector was used for tracing the time-dose relation for each patient. On the whole of the cases the
injection time, the waiting time until the image acquisition and the imaging time were measured for
evaluation of the effects on the SUV value. As a result of the study, the significance of accuracy and
sensitivity of the parameters affecting the SUV which is a semi-quantitative assessment was discussed.
The dosimetric studies within the scope of this study have been carried out in Akdeniz University,
Faculty of Medicine, Department of Nuclear Medicine. The expected activity transferred to the lung
cancer patients was determined by subtracting the contamination activity in the arm based on the
thermoluminescence and Geiger Muller dosimeter measurements from planned activity value. The
percentage difference value of the transferred activity was calculated as 2.62 and 7.86, respectively.
Since this difference value was low, it was observed that the new SUV calculations were not effective
in malignancy and benign separation.
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Comparison of gamma analyses by three different dosimetric
systems in IMRT
Gökçen İNAN, Selçuk University, Turkey
Osman Vefa GÜL, Selçuk University, Turkey
Güler YAVAŞ, Selçuk University, Turkey
Çağdaş YAVAŞ, Selçuk University, Turkey

We compare gamma analyzes of the three dosimetric systems (portal dosimetry, epiqa and 2D array
dedector) in the verification of dose distrubitions calculated by treatment planning system (TPS) for
prostate tumors. Three different identity modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) plans were made for
prostate patients at Radiataion Oncology Department of Selcuk University. Following the optimization
process, dose distributions of 30 plans done by inverse planning tecnique is calculated by Anisotropic
Analytical Algorithm (AAA), and quality control plans are created. Dose distributions images are
obtained. Obtained results are compared with literature and overall good agreement was observed.
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